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HIT ME: Gambling
trends — poker in
particular — are growing
in popularity at the
University; PAGE 7

SNOW SHOWERS
HIGH 35 LOW: 25

$780 stolen
from fund
for spring
break trip

Teacher wins award
for using art, unique
teaching methods
By Dan Myers
REPORTER

Using teaching methods like
asking students to stare at the
full moon for five minutes, Vicki
Goldsmith became Iowa's teacher of the year for 2005.
The honor prompted students
at BGSU's College of Education
and Human Movement to invite
Goldsmith back to her Alma
mater to discuss her insights
after roughly 40 years of teaching
experience.
During her speech last night,
Goldsmith described how students learn better duough
hands-on experience and artistic exercises, rather than concen-

By Holly Abrams
Cltl KfllS EDITOR

MONEY, PAGE 2

trating on tests.
"I want students to understand
a vision of education that (;'»"•
beyond test-taking." Goldsmith
said in an interview before the
speech. "1 want them to see it as
a means to live dieir HUBS,*
Goldsmith graduated from the
University in 1962 with a bachelor of science in education, and
received a master of arts degree
in 1966.
Her first class at BGSII was an
introductory philosophy course
that inspired her to become a
teacher.
"I knew after the first hour 1
was in a class here that there
was a greater world than die
one I had coming into school."
she said. "After my first lecture I
could not concentrate on what
TEACHER,PAGE 2

Suicide shocks high
school community

PatDorsman BGNevn
IN THE SPOTLIGHT: Shacorrah Crost, Amber Dorchester, Trish Hodge and Erin Wethern perform a skit at
the Vagina Monologues last night called "I was 12, My Mother Slapped Me."
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Vagina' talks delve
into taboo territory
Variety of women's
issues explored with
no fear by students
By Johnny Payne
REPORTER

Over 400 people gathered in the
Union Ballroom last night. But
why?
"We were worried about vaginas," said Emily Rippe during
the introduction to The Vagina
Monologues,
The play — which was written
by Eve Ensler in 1996 — is an
outlet for women to share experiences and stories about their
vaginas, and to raise awareness
about a variety of related issues.
"Women should have a forum
to discuss their sexuality, which
is neither crude or vulgar," said
Hannah Geyer, the producer of

JAKUPCIN SISTER ACT: Ashley
and Kelsey lakupcin lead BGSU's
tennis team, with Kelsey winning
MAC Player of the Week last week.
Read more about how they're raising the bar at the University; PAGE 10

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

VOLUME tOO ISSUE 98

Education alum
gives insights

Arts Village students
planned to go to
Cincinnati, California
Residents of Kreischer residence
hall remain in disbelief as nearly
$800 in cash was stolen from The
Arts Village this past weekend.
Sometime between Keb. 3 and
5, $780 was stolen from Gordon
Ricketts, instructor in the School
of Art, whose office is located in
the basement of Kreischer residence hall.
The money was to be used
for students going on The Arts
Village trips to see "Wicked." a
play in Cincinnati, and a trip to
California.
"I was surprised when I heard
about it," said )oe Lucchese,
freshman. "I wouldn't think anyone would do something like
that. It makes you take a second
look at who you trust."
Freshman Drew I-'asano
describes Ricketts as being well
respected by many students in
the community, adding to his
surprise about the stolen money.
"I didn't think anyone would
do something like that," he said.
Ricketts said if the money is
not recovered he will be responsible for replacing it.
"The students are not affected
by it," he said.
The cash was in an envelope in
Ricketts' office over the weekend.
While there was no evidence
of tampering to the lock on his
office door, Ricketts said he usually keeps his door unlocked
when he leaves for short periods
of time during the day.
"It's something I don't advertise," Ricketts said. "It wasn't laying out on the table saying 'take
me'."
While other staff members
have keys to the office, Ricketts
said it is unlikely they are to
blame.
"The people who knew about
the money didn't have a key,"
he said.
After this experience, Ricketts
said he will be taking new precautions in collecting student
money, adding that he has never
had this happen before.
"I'm not going to take any
more cash," he said. "It's going to
require that I change my behavior in how I collect money."
Ricketts also notified about
100 students and faculty members about the theft through a
group email this week, asking for
their help if they know anything
about the incident.
According to Detective Tony
Dotson, campus police are in an
ongoing investigation into the
stolen money.
"V* have a few avenues we're
looking at, but nothing solid,"
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the play, in the introduction.
The actresses — dressed in
black — performed their individual monologues on a stage
set up in the middle of the Union
Ballroom. On both sides they
ere surrounded by the womanshaped silhouettes of the Silent
Witnesses, cutouts that honor
the memories of local women
who were victims of domestic
violence.
After the introduction, the
play commenced with the more
comedic monologues first.
In one skit, a 72-year-old
woman who had been traumatized by an incident in which
she ejaculated in the front-seat
of her boyfriend's car, unintentionally shed light on the reasons
why people should be worried
about vaginas.
"It (the vaginal is pan of the

house, but it's a room 1 never
visit," actress Laura Nelson said.
Interspersed between monologues were facts given about the
vagina, one of which was dial
the clitoris is the only pan of the
human body used only for pleasure, and has twice the nerve
fibers as the penis.
Actress Angie Pohlman's rendition of "My Angry Vagina" may
have been the highlight of the
evening
The things that angered
Pohlman — tampons, gynological exams, and thong underwear
— and lines such as "Warm up
the duck lips" had the audience
applauding and laughing so
hard that some neared the point
of tears.
"It's a very funny show," Geyer
MONOLOGUES, PAGE 2

University, city team
up to reach out to
BGHS students

community.

By Kristen Vasas
REPORTER

get Involved."

Also an advocate of comThe death of Jeffrey R laskey on munity and University involveFeb. 1 came as a shock to the ment is Eric Dubow, a member
community of Bowling Green. of the community-based (Hsis
The 17-year-old was found by Intervention Team and a profesanother smdent hanging in a sor of psychology at BGSU.The
Bowling Green High School Crisis Intervention Team is a
restroom just after 8:20 a.m.
group of professional psycholoIn order to work through gists and community members
BGHS' diird student suicide in that respond to tragedies in the
the past two years, individuals community.
from the community and the
"There must be a partnership
University plan on
between the psychological departcreating a number
"Suicide
of prevention techment, counseling
needs to be center and the comniques to battle the
troubling trend.
dealt with. munity)" Dubow
said. "It's hard for
Hugh Caumartin,
The
school one person alone
the superintendent
at Bowling Green can't do it all to make an Impact,
but a group of conHigh School, said
alone."
cerned people certhat a letter was
sent home explaintainly can."
HUGH CAUMARTIN,
Dubow
also
ing the situation to
SUPERINTENDENT
believes that the
students' parents.
community and
"Parents need to
have a level of awareness," he University should work togethsaid. "I believe that parents do er on prevention techniques.
"The way to go about this is
the best they can do under die
circumstances. It's tough grow- through prevention," he said.
"If we can teach coping skills to
ing up in 2006."
Along with urging parents students when they're young,
to take part in suicide aware- it may make a positive impact
ness, Caumartin encourages on their ability to handle future
the community to get involved stressful situations, including
parental separation, loss of a
as well.
"Suicide needs to be dealt loved one or a tragedy like this."
Josue Cruz, dean of the
with." he said. "The school can't
do it all alone. The community College of Education and
needs to help."
Human Development, feels
Caumartin is also a member that community and University
of the Wood County Suicide coUaboration can only bo aid
Prevention Coalition, a pro- heved through interactions
gram that works to prevent suiBGHS,PAGE 2
cides and other problems in the

Art professor honored for metals talent
By Megan Yodzis
REPORTER

With art in more than 300 shows
and 26 awards in the United
States and abroad — eight of
which won "best of show" — it
seems only fitting that Tom
Muir was crowned a "distinguished professor of arts" at the
University yesterday.

With only the second and
final presentation by the art
department for naming the "distinguished" in 2005-2006, Muir
was chosen to present his work
to peers at the University and
art fans in the community in
206 Union.
Muir was chosen for his
research and creativity abilities.

and also so he could share his
work with other artists, according to the Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Donald Nieman.
Sara Mock, senior, said she
was there not only because
Muir was her art professor, but
also to see a larger collection of
TOM MUIR
MUIR, PAGE 2

MONDAY

Cloudy

"It's hard to get people interested in joining," Caumartin
said. "People need to look at
this as a serious problem and

High: 32"
Low: 21*

TUESDAY
Snow
Showers
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Cloudy
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Humor, tragedy in 'Monologues'
dealt with domestic abuse in the
Native American community,
and focused on a woman who
was so badly beaten by her husband dial she needed to rclearn
how lo talk and communicate.
Gasps and winces went
through the audience at the more
disturbing derails in die play, such
as when llihlnian mentioned (he
honors of enduring a gynological
exam.
Pohlman also introduced one
of die play's more' popular skits,
called "Reclaiming Cunt* and
featuring Krista Gorwin.
"Reclaiming Cunt" isa brief and
provocative bit about a woman,
who thnnigli euphoric moans,
attempts lo change die fonnerly
negative connotation of die word
"cum" inlo somediing positive
and sexy, much in die same way
diat some minority groups have
done widi other controversial
words in the past.
"Her mission was to reclaim
die word and tum it into something we can all be proud of,"
Pohlman said.

MONOLOGUES, FROM PAGE 1
said. "And you gel lo see women
who are comfortable enough
with ihemselves to be runny."
A prime example of the humor
in ihe play would be the array
of moans thai rlie cast and crew
Invented and demonstrated
toward ihe end of the play, such
as the "machine-gun moan" and
the "broken condom moan."
Hut nol all the themes e\oked
smiles and laughler.
Along with the "Vagina I lappy
1-acLs" liial were given throughout ihe night, there were also
"Vagina Not So Happy Facts,"
among ihem that aboul 130 million women and girls haw suffered genital mutilation worldwide, and that 50,000 women
are taped in the United States
every year.
Several monologues reflected
this sobering reality, such as the
skit that Coyer perfonned alongside of the play's director, luce
Tomlin-Brenner. The monologue

Students, staff
react to village
burglaries

laressa Sobers, freshman,
attended last night's event
out of curiousity, and to see a
show which some view as
inappropriate.
"It's such a taboo subject,"
Sobers said. "No one really talks
about vaginas."
Ihe evening came to a dose
with a monologue that Ensler
wrote about witnessing the birth
of her grandchild, and was performed by Mdlissa Marksberry.
Marksberrydescribed the painful experience in graphic detail,
but also conveyed die power and
capabilities of die vagina
"Her vagina became a big red
heart," Marksberry said. "The
human heart is capable of sacrifice, and so is the vagina"
Cjcycr estimated that the
money made from ticket sales
was around S3.200.
Proceeds of the event will be
donated to Cocoon Shelter, a
local haven for battered women,
and pcrfomiances will be held
tonight at H p.m.. and Sunday at 2
p.m. in the Union Ballroom.

Mentoring could help BGHS
BGHS. FROM PAGE 1
between the high school and
die University.
"V* work directly with the BG
1 ligh School," he said. "There is
already a relationship between the
counseling center and ourselves."
Cruz
said
the College
of Education and Human
Development offers numerous
programs to the school district
and personnel, which includes
BGSU interns. They offer school
psychology programs, rehabilitation centers and crisis counseling
sessions to students and studentteachers who are in need of someone to talk to.
"There is a constant ongoing
readiness and availability to public schools." Cruz said. "We work
together with the community
when we are called on"
In order to prevent the third
leading cause of death among
Americans between die ages of
15 and 24, Leigh Chiarelott, director of the School of Learning and

Muir rewarded for metalworks
MUIR. FROM PAGE 1
his work.
"Because I had him as a teacher. I got to see some of his work,
but this was an opportunity to
get a better look at his pieces."
She said.
Muir was attending Georgia
State University in 1978 when he
was first influenced by his peers'
work in metal.
"I was walking down a hall
and saw this great work and I
thought it looked interesting, so
I gave it a try," Muir said. He was
in his early twenties when he
began on his path to a historical
figure as an artist.
Muir chose to work with metal
because he saw it as more of a
challenge than odier art forms,
such as painting.
"If I could do this Imetalworksl, then I could do anything." he said.
It takes about 15 years for

MONEY, FROM PAGE 1
looking at, but nothing solid,"
he said.
Stolen cash and valuables are
not a new thing on campus,
Dotson said, adding that people
need to keep common sense
when securing their valuables.
"The vast majority of thefts
are kept on campus," he said.
The Arts Village is a themed
residential learning community. They often hold workshops,
host visiting artists and take
field trips.
Editor's note: If anyone has
information about the stolen
money they are encouraged to
call DeUatVt Dotson at (419) 3729151 or to remain anonymous call
ihe Crimestoppers Line at (419)
372-6001).

Muir to completely finish one of
his collections, but it's different
during the school year.
While teaching classes at
BGSU, Muir doesn't get as much
time to work on his own designs.
He noted that his rhythm of
work is different during the
school year than it is during the
summer.
"If you don't get eight to 12
hours of work in, in a day, then it
doesn't feel like an accomplishment, during the school year
this is hard to do," Muir said.
His work was on the cover
of Metalsmith magazine first in
1988. during a time when many
though he was too young for this
privilege. Since then, Muir's art
has been purchased by The Art'
Institute of Chicago. The Renwick
Gallery of the Smithsonian
American An Museum, and the
National Air and Space Museum
of the Smithsonian, located in
Washington D.G

In 1993, Muir's work was chosen to be included in the White
House collection of holiday
crafts exhibit. 1 lis work has also
been published in many books
and journals, from America to
Australia
In 2004, he presented a "ceremonial medallion" to BGSU's
President Sidney Ribeau.
Weighing 453 grams, it took
Muir 100 hours to create, and
replaced the one created in 1964
by former BGSU professor Carl
D. Hall. The medallion depicts
a "free of knowledge," and symbolizes the University's growth.
Muir has been working with
metal for more than 20 years
now, but admits it would be fun
to work with a different medium
of art if there was enough time.
"Glass work, ceramics, wood
work such as fuminrre-making
and even photography all interest me, but I'm not done working with the metal yet," he said.

Students learn new teaching methods
TEACHER, FROM PAGE 1
my roommates weir talking about
because my mind was spinning"
ihat class was the first of many
to open her mind to new possibilities. Goldsmith said, stressing
die need for an last night to an
audience of SO that included students, faculty, retired teachers and
University alumni.
"The first target of budget cuts,
die arts should lie at die center
of our curriculum," Goldsmith
said. "People trust us with their
children's minds, but not their
money."
She asked the people in the
audience lo tdl their neighbors
what book they first remember
reading
After a couple minutes of murmuring, Goldsmith said it's one
alternative exercise she uses to
make students think.
Katlin lleinselman, an early
childhood education major who
heard Goldsmith speak, said she'd
like to apply some of Goldsmith's
techniques to die first- and second-graders she teaches.
"She seems like she knows how

Colleen Redmond BGNem
UNIQUE INSIGHTS: Vicki Goldsmith a University alumna, speaks to a crowd in the Union last night. She won
Iowa's Teacher of the Year award for 2005 using art as a principle teaching method.
to reach her students," 1 leinselman
said. "They don't wanna just take
tests, they wanna experience
learning in an artistic way."
Goldsmith also discussed some
of die problems that confront education, including media messages
that sabotage children.
"The media tell as to multitask,

to go al a faster and faster pace, dial
we haw to be made over physically, diat youth is better than old
age." she said before the speech.
She told die audience that our
culture is addicted to that edge
we get from multitasking, so she
builds exercises into her curriculum lo encourage her students lo

February Special

slowdown.
One of those exercises is die one
about watching the full moon.
"It shows students that 1 trust
them nol to do nothing with that
time," she said
Goldsmith ended her speech
with a simple request, reminding
her audience of Ihe importance of
slowing down.
"Your assignment is lo watch
the full moon," she said. "It's coming up this Monday."

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE

Campbell Hill Apts
318 Campbell Hill Rd
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses

-AA

Featuring
•A/C
•Dishwasher
•Full Basements
•Garbage Disposals
•W/D in select units
•Microwave
•on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm

Teaching at BGSU, said that •people can't be afraid to talk."
"For some kids, a favorite teacher may be the only one there to
talk to," he said. "Suicide is something that a lot of kids don't want
to talk about with parents or
peers. Teachers are the front line
They see these kids everyday, and
they're people that know and work
widi these children closely."
Student-teachers from BGSU
are working widi the children at
BGHS. There are currently seven
student-teachers placed at the
school who work in grades 9-12.
When asked how the community and University can collaborate in order to prevent future tragedies such as this one. Chiarelott
suggested incorporating counseling training into the education
department
"There is no specific area in die
school of education that addresses
counseling right now," Chiarelott
said "We could possibly start up
a summer class that would train
future teachers in the methods of

counseling Because this is such a
local issue, I think it might be quite
popular. This way, the students
would be knowledgeable about
this before we send them out into
the community schools."
Although Chiarelott feels that
a counseling program would further Ihe battle against suicide,
he said the University must prepare teachers to take a stand on
the issue.
"It is the University's priority to
prepare teachers in taking a more
proactive stance," Chiarelott said.
Mayor lohn Quinn. on a community-based television program addressing the suicide last
night, said, "People expect more
and more out of the schools
... dlis is also a problem of the
community's."
The program consisted of a
panel of different experts, including BGSU psychologists, community crises counselors and BGHS
school counsdors-The panel commented on prevention techniques
and warning signs of suicide

Distance learning
studied up close
Panel reflects on the
continuing growth of
online classes at BG
By Dave Herrera
IEP0ITEI
Eor some students, it may be
a three hour drive lo Bowling
Green that keeps them from
taking a class al die University.
Or for a firefighter who's
looking to take classes on the
side, the hill-time job and family to provide for may make
it next to impossible to find
even 12 hours a week to come
spend on campus
These dilemmas are where
distance learning — participating in a class where
teachers and students are
in different places — often
comes inlo play. The future of
this system was die topic of
"Distance learning: Trends,
Opportunities & Current
Statistics," a panel discussion
held yesterday.
The seminar focused on
how ihe Internet has fostered
ihe idea of classrooms created
through a computer, and how
the University uses this new
technology.
"Our goal is not lo have students come and live al BGSU
and lake all their classes online,"
said Connie Molnar, director of distance learning at die
University. She works through
Interactive Distance Education
for All Learners (IDEAL), the
office created in 2001 to coordinate BGSU's first foray into
distance learning
Rounding oul die panel were
Bonnie Fink, inierim director al ihe University's Center
for Teaching learning and
Technology, and Sheryl I lansen,
director of professional development programs for the Ohio
Learning Network, a consortium of stale schools that work
to integrate technology into
their programs.
BGSU's online distance
education began with the
Blackboard system, which first
went inlo use in 2001. That
year, 805 students signed up for
72 online classes, Molnar said.
She said diat number has
jumped lo 3,138 students, an
increase of 390 percent, in 208
classes through the summer
and fall semesters of 2005-2006.

THE SKINNY ON
ONLINE CLASSES
■ 2.5 million students enrolled
in online classes nationwide
■ 45,000 of those are from
Ohio
■ 8 percent of Ohio students
are in an online course
■ 805 BGSU students took an
online course during the 200102 school year, in 72 classes
■ 3,138 BGSU students took a
course last summer or fall, in
228 classes
■ Estimates for this semester
increase those numbers to
4,500 students in 325 classes
■ Around 20 Ohio high schools
have online classes
■ Around eight kindergarden8th grade schools have online
classes
Estimates for die current semester would raise those numbers
to around 4,500 students in 325
classes, she laid
Those 4,500 students represent around 10 percent of
die approximately 45.000 students that currently take online
courses in Ohio
"l-carncrs are definitely
expecting more and more technology," Hanscn said.
"There's always the promise...
diat die technologies really can
help deepen, extend and expand
learning in ways that face to face
Iclassesl cannot," she said
Currendy, the University's distance learning consists of only
online courses. Molinar said
IDEAL was looking al podcasting and open source software
as part of their next waves of
technology for teachers to use.
As of now, only a handful of degrees, including bachelor's degrees in liberal studies
and nursing can currently be
obtained dirough online courses.
Molinar said she's gotten
requests from BGSII alumni, students overseas, and even parents
of current students to enrol
"I get e-mails from people
stationed in Iraq who want to
take courses," Molnar said.
"Overwhelmingly,
the
response was thank you, thank
you, thank you to BGSU," she
said. "It wouldn't have been posLEARNING. PAGE 6
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WORKSHOP TO TEACH ABOUT COMEDY
Students looking for a chance to learn about stand-up
comedy and improvisation should look into the a workshop being presented on Friday, March 17, from 3:30
to 6:30 in 308 Union. Sophomores, juniors, seniors and
graduate students who are in good standing can sign up
for the workshop in 360 Saddlemire.
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VALENTINE'S DAY PREVIEW I SI I DIES OF LOVE

Sex impacts life, love
Religious beliefs can
influence sexuality,
decision-making
By Meghan Durbak
REPORTER

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Flowers la Valentine's Day
The French Club will be selling handmade flowers and giving out information.
Union Lobby
8 a.m.-5 pm.
90s Soul Dinner Theater Ticket Sale
424 Saddlemire
9am -Noonand 1:30p.m.-4:30 p.m
Spring break in Appalachia Registration
Register to go to Appalachia during
spring break with the Catholic Newman
Club. Students would serve for a week doing
construction in Kentucky or West Virginia.
Cost is $100, and the deadline to register is
Feb. 13. For more information contact Karen
Shultzatkeshult@bgsu.edu.
St. Thomas More University Parish, 425
Thurstm Ave.
10a.m.-3p.m
Ticket sales lor the Vagina Monologues,
sponsored by the Organization for Vtmen's
Issues

Union Lobby
10a.m.-5p.m.
Care packages, sponsored by Gospel
Choir
Union Lobby
11a.m.-2p.m.
Chocolate heart suckers sale, sponsored
by Friends of the Humane Society
Union Lobby

PRSSA will be giving students the opportunity to fill out free valentines to be sent to
Habitat for Humanity workers cleaning up
after Katrina
Union Lobby
6:30 p.m.
Friday night early movie: "Shopgirl"
Union Theater

Noon -4 p.m.
BSU Silent Auction Info. Sponsored by
Black Student Union
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
"Worlds in your Wallet
How the world's money tells the story of
science, shown through a multimedia show
in the Planetarium. $1 donation suggested
112 Physical Sciences Lab Building

2-5 p.m.
Dancer/Moraler Call-Out week
Dance Marathon representatives will be
selling promotional items and registering
students lor Dance Marathon
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
The Vagina Monologues
Tickets may be purchased at the door for
$8 with a student ID, $10 without
Union Ballroom

.3-5p.ni
Valentines lor Volunteers

'NOV-DAY!'
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Chemistry prof,
recognized in piece
Thomas Kinstle. a University
chemistry professor, was
recognized in the winter 2006
issue of Chemistry, the journal of the
American
Chemical
Society.
Kinstle
was mentioned in
an article
entitled
"Some of
THOMAS
the Great
KINSTLE
Teachers of
Chemistry," which stated "the
best chemistry teachers go
the extra mile in encouraging
their students to achieve."
Kinstle was also honored
in 2004 when he was named
a Distinguished Teaching
Professor of Chemistry.

Studies indicate that men
are happier being married
than women.
Married men are also much
healthier and happier than
unmarried men — be it single,
divorced or widowed — according to Desmond Morris, presenter of the Time life video,
"The Biology of Love."
And to some University students and staff, marriage is
the way to show commitment
to tliis bond. They believe sex
should be saved for marriage
because of emotions that can
come with it.
Michael Brown, adviser to Cm
— the largest Christian organization on campus — said mall)
students come to him for advice
on romantic relationships. While
Cru doesn't take an official |>osition on sex outside of marriage,
Brown has his own observations
and advice.
"I guess what I'm finding is
that students who build relationships based upon emotional connections, shared values
and mutual respect as opposed
to erotic pleasure, tend to have
the healthier relationships," said
Brown. "Sexual intimacy outside
a committed relationship tends
to undermine a relationship as
opposed to strengthen it."
In her studies, Molly Laflin,
professor, has found evidence to
support Brown's observations.
"Sex is very powerful and it
can bind a good relationship or
draw people together in ways
that have nothing to do with

relationships and not necessarily about building a good relationship." she said.
But while there is reason
to accept these findings as a
reason to abstain from sex.
most Americans do not liiflin
referred to the data collected by
the Advocates for Youth organization dial stated 71 percent
of Americana have had sexual
intercourse by the time they
turned 18.
laflin said one reason so
many people have sex before
marriage is, in part, because
people are getting married later
in life. A century ago. laflin said,
it was a lot simpler for society
and religious organizations to
influence people to save sex for
marriage because people were
married in their teens,
And now, laflin said, "On
one hand you're fighting biology because hormones are raging. On the other hand, (here
is data indicating two-thirds of
teens who have had sex wish
they waited."
The question, laflin said, is
"Why did these two-thirds of die
kids themselves say they wish
they waited?"
She added, "My belief is that
they went into sex hoping to find
the bonding emotional connection —the pair bond as it were
— and it didn't work for them
because sex isn't what formed
that bond."
And this is one of the reasons
Alpha Phi sorority advisor Amy
Seiffert believes in abstinence.
"I wish I would have known
about the emotional tie dial
comes with sex," she said. "I
found that out the hard way
with sexual sniff."
She said there are a lot of emotional ties that come with inti-

mate acts and those can bring
with them a lot of baggage and
feelings of doubt and insecurity
"There an- a lot of women
who stay in relationships that
aren't up to par because the)
think this it's their only chance."
When she and her future husband nici hri treshmen year of
college, the two of diem made
the choice to not push the
boundaries of sexuality but to
WOfk nn their relationship and
friendship with each oilier
Given his religious views,
junior Kyle Iilerni.in. a I alholic.

believes in chastity
"I see sex as v en, sacred and to
just have sex without really putling everything into it is wasteful," he said.
And lo liilennan. everything'
means lo lie married as in a full
commitment where "you prove
it to that person that they are
worth everything to you."
"Religion and psychology are
not in opposition, laflin said.
"Religion gets in touch with
questions like: 'Who are you?
What's going to contribute to
you 'as a person? And who do
you want to he?"
"Isn't that what prayer is
about, finding inner truths?"
Laflin asked.
While it may appear that
religion is a primary motivator
for those wishing 10 save sex
for marriage, there arc people
who lake a different view. Tyler
Nelson, junior, is' an agnostic
and shares the opinion that sex
forms an emotional bond that is
best saved for marriage.
Adding to that, Nelson slid.
"Sex is a decisive action. Us not
as vague as emotions can be
and is one of die lasl steps in
a relationship."

THE BLOTTER

Saurabh Pas AP Photo
BAD INFLUENCE: Activists of Hindu nationalist Shiv Sena party
protest against Valentine's Day in India yesterday, saying the
holiday drags down the honor of women.
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SUNDAV. Feb. 5:
A male student passed out
in the lobby of Bromfietd
at 2 a.m. He was taken to
Wood County Hospital.
A large concrete trash can
was placed in the middle
of Ridge Street, near
Olscamp at 6:30 a.m. It
was pushed to the side of
the toad but was still considered hazardous.
Maintenance was requested at / 58 p.m at Mac
West. A glass door was
still opening after being
locked, but was repaired.
A stereo theft was reported

at 1:20 p.m. from Lot 6.
At 10:36 p.m. a hockey
player was injured and
taken to Wood County
Hospital
MONDAY. Feb. 6:
A sweeper was reported
stolen from the Tech building at around 5:02 a.m.
At 7 28 a.m. two purses
were reported found in the
bottom of a garbage can.
An unknown amount ot
money was reported stolen
overnight from a Kreischer
office at 9:38 a.m.
A theft was reported from

an office in Perry Stadium
at 1045 a.m.
A glitch was reported in
the Offenhauer East fire
alarm system at 305p.m
There was no evacuation.
Five people were stuck in
an elevator in Offenhauer
West elevator number two
at 542 p.m. Maintenance
and fire dept responded
and were able to free the
riders. The elevator was
shut down for the night.
At 10:32 p.m. maintenance
was informed about a
toilet that wouldn't stop
flushing in Anderson on

the fourth floor
TUESDAY. Feb. 7:
At midnight the sliding
doors were not closing
properly at Mac West
Maintenance was informed
An officer issued a verbal
warning to a person driving on the causeway at
around 7:34 p.m.
77ie Blotter is compiled
from information provided
by University police.
Wed. night's Blotter was
not available.

A Concert Celebration
Black History Month
& Our African American
Christian Experience

May 2006 Leases
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm
$950/mo

August 2006 Leases

Open to Public
Feb. 11th 7:30p.m.

• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$350/mo

• 849 6th St., 3 bdrm
$650/mo
• (pets allowed)

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

FROBOSE RENTALS

"I love you" is still best
left for flowers to say
CornpCiment yourjtorafgift with

featuring: Liturgical Donee, African American
Spirtuals & Biblical Dramatizations

L

Transfucent Chocolates
Tlush 'AnimaCi
^t'.
Singing 'Balloons
Mountain 'Meadow "Bath and "Body Care

Free Will Donation

'AlCin a comvnient gift bag for easy
j'ickup or Delivery in 'Bowling Qreen

GOINGFAST/

w

NHWIPVE
Rentals

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
801 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer
and dryers in bldgs. FREE WATER & SEWER. Cat okay.
803 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer and dryers in bldgs.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Cat okay.
309 HIGH ST: Two bdrm. unturn. apts w/ oft Street parking close to Campus. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Cat okay.
520 E. REED: Two bdrm. turn. & unfurn. apts across from Campus. Off Street parking. FREE
WATER & SEWER.

Stop by our only office or tall to at (119) }52-5620
332S.Ma.n
Bowling Green

\I"\YI"\I.
KirnUl.

www.newloverenlals.com

Special Holiday Hours
Sun. 12 pm - 3 pm
Mon. 8:30 am - 6 pm
Tues. 8 am - 6 pm

VISA

FLORAL.CIFT
•906 NAPOLEON RD. ■ 4 1 9.353.8381 •

There's still time to order your
Valentines Day gifts in BG!
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OPINION

"Excellence comes in many unusual ways.
You cannot apply the rules of high-stakes
testing in high schools to universities."
\am Botstein, president at Bard CoUcge.
tiwtimoumil

STAFF EDITORIAL

Charity events deserve support
With Valentine's Day coming
up, feminists on campus are
asking for more than roses and
teddy bears.
They want cash for a cause.
Two women's groups on campus will present plays this weekend. Money from tickets will go
toward local charities that help
women in violent simations.
The BG News thinks that is a
good cause.
Activist Theatre will perform
"Beautiful Bodies." a comedy that
touches on eating disorders. The

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the Vagina
Monologues is creating social
change? Send an E-mail to
thenews@bgnews com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

Organization for Women's Issues
will host the third annual "Vagina
Monologues." a show based on
interviews with women about
sex. abuse and rape.

Both plays will raise money for
The Cocoon, a shelter for abused
women in Howling Given. The
Vagina Monologues will also
donate to SAAFF, a program that
provides free counseling to rape
victims on-campus.
Last year, OWI raised $7,500
for charity with the Vagina
Monologues. It is one of the largest student-nin philanthropies on
campus besides Dance Marathon.
This is the first time the Activist
Theatre has performed this show
for charity.

Both shows opened last night,
but they won't overlap over
the weekend.
Events like these plays are
important to The BG News.
Because both shows are based
on teal issues, students get real
information they can use. You
never know when a friend or family member will be raped or suffer
from an eating disorder.
1 jsiening to the stories of survivors in this weekend's plays could
help students empathize if one of
these issues hits close to home

By
creating
conversations about women's issues
like abuse and eating disorders, these plays are helping
survivors heal and teaching
others empathy.
National
controversy
has surrounded the Vagina
Monologues since author
live F.nsler first presented the
play. Critics call the show vulgar and unnecessary, among
other things.
Most ground-breaking movements come with controversy.

A similar show, the Laramie
Project, is based on interviews
with those who knew Matthew
Shepard, a gay college student
who was beaten to death. While
the play brought the issue of
homophobia into the limelight,
it received similar criticism.
The laramie Project survived
its critics, and is now known
as an integral part of the gay
rights movement.
We applaud the organizers
of the Vagina Monologues for
keeping this cause on campus.

.ETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Editorial cartoons
0NTHE STREET

Monologues
raise much
needed money

Thank goodness we women
li.iu'D.j. Johnson here to illuminate for us the best ways to liberate ourselves.
What would we poor things do
if there weren't strong men in die
world like him who are able to
discern with their superior intellect what is best for us?
What he doesn't mention is
that all the proceeds of this production are being donated to the
Cocoon Shelter and the SAAFE
I'rogram. but his observations
are still very pertinent, as these
programs do everything they can
to educate women about dieir
bodies and their rights.
Thank you D.J. for your opinions, which I notice have yet to
be swayed by frivolous Ulings
such as "facts" or "information"
about the topics you so readily
discuss publicly.
Without you and your enlightening column, 1 might have
relied on the three years I've
spent working on the Vagina
Monologues for my feelings
about the play, and kept on
believing that the effects of the
productions are almost unanimously wonderful and beneficial
to women.
I'm so glad that l).|. Johnson
has shown me the error of
my ways.
I may now abandon my
ambition to end physical and
sexual violence and abuse
towards women and work
towards a new goal — to end
discussion and dialogue about
women and dieir "down-there's"
and keep women in a state of
perpetual ignorance concerning
their bodies.
JENNALAKE
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
lakejen@bgsu.edu

Bias spreads
Monologues'
misconception
As I was reading today's opinion column, "Monologues an?
Vulgar and Crude," I couldn't
help hut shake my head. Once
again, someone has jumped to
die wrong conclusion about this
play. The unfortunate thing is
that this biased opinion will keep
others from experiencing this
enlightening production.
"The Vagina Monologues"
are not. as D.I. lohnson insists,

"vulgar and degrading to women
around the world. What he
mistakes for vulgarity is actually
a straightforward, honest, and
empowering declaration about
women's bodies. What live linsler
is attempting to do in this play
is to take back the right to talk
about explore, and learn about
our bodies.
For years, our culture has tried
to teach young girls and women
that their bodies are something
dirty and should be kept hidden.
We are told that to enjoy our own
bodies is wrong and often "a sin."
Many women do not even know
how their reproductive organs
work. I took a class on I Ionian
Sexuality last year and was disheartened to know how many
girls in that class didn't even
know what their ovaries were.
Not only does F.ve Ensler fight
the body stigma our culture
has, she lights against the idea
that rape should be kept quiet
and hidden.
I cried when I first read the
account of a young woman's loss
of innocence during a military
gang rape. It's a shame diat D.I.
only saw crudeness in a young
woman's sorrow.
1 hope that this article has not
discouraged many students to
miss out on this event. 1 lowever,
I can't really blame D.j. for his
opinion. After all, he has never
lived in a female body.
REBECCA DAWS0N
GRADUATE STUDENT
dawsonrCnibgsu.edu

Meaning more
important
than location
In iirik Cribley's column titled
"Inflammatory rhetoric from left
is insanely counterproductive,"
he takes offense to the antiestablishinent rhetoric voiced at
(iorena Scott King's funeral.
(:ribley found it an inappropriate forum for speakers to
address concerns of war, poverty
and what even GOP members
are calling shady surveillance
programs. Some quotes from
the first couple of the Civil
Rights Movement: "If American
women would increase their
voting turnout by ten percent, I
think we would see an end to all
of the budget aits in programs
benefiting women and children,"
CSK. "I believe all Americans
who believe in freedom, tolerance and human rights have a
responsibility to oppose bigotry
and prejudice based on sexual
orientation," CSK. "War is a poor
chisel to carve out tomorrow,"

MIJv. And perhaps the most
telling: "The ultimate measure
of a man is not where he stands
in moments of comfort and convenience, but whete he stands at
times of challenge and
controversy," MLK.
The Kings built their legend
on rallying sentiment towards
injustice and reprehensible
government-sanctioned actions,
whether it was Vietnam or
segregation. CSK was a champion for women's rights and a
critic of discrimination policies
against gays until illness befell
her. Throughout the Civil Rights
Movement, the government was
not a neutral body in between
the protestors and those who
wanted to keep the status quo.
Their choice of sides was obvious — that of established power,
not morally correct change.
1-ook at the number of Black
Panthers murdered by police
as they slept, unarmed or die
National Guard at Kent State for
two examples. During the Ciold
War, the government chose its
positions as well, parts of which
resulted in arms to Iran, support
of cruel dictatorships worldwide and funding to Osama
bin Laden. Later actions by our
government resulted in chemical
weapons technology going to
Saddam Hussein and the genocide of hundreds of thousands
in East Timor (under President
Carter's watch by the way).
In the present, you see much
of die same. Our desire to spread
democracy in the Middle East
— after odier reasons were
exhausted of public opinion
— has led to the rise of Hamas
and Hezbollah. The government
makes decisions — sometimes
aware of the dire consequences
attached, sometimes underestimating them.
When the government starts
spying on citizens in direct violation of the Constitution land not
releasing any program details
to Congress or asking for court
permission), rushing to war in
faraway lands and ignoring the
needs of the poor for the wants
of the wealthy, we have a duty to
question die government publicly before results appear which
arc of further detriment to the
safety of the world.
And when somebody wants
to speak out against die actions
of our government at the funeral
of someone who did that for
the better part of their life, don't
think about how uncomfortable
it makes you, just concentrate on
the validity and sincerity of their
message.

express freedom

What was your childhood nickname?

J0YSELBY
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

"Joy, Joy."

AMANDA ROWLAND
SOPHOMORE, INTERIOR
DESIGN

"Manda Panda."

JOSH B0WYER
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Blake the snake."

ALEX S0UDERS

FRESHMAN. VCT
"Wild Bill."

RUSS ZIMMER
ALUMNUS
zimmerr@bgsii.edu

The turmoil surrounding
the European editorial
ANDREW
cartoons has obviously
FLAVAHAN
escalated by leaps and bounds.
Opinion Columnist
It seems amazing that so much
controversy and rage could arise
from satirical cartoons.
Ominously, there's a sign
Flags and embassies set ablaze, reading, "Los Angeles" in the
goods boycotted, ties cut — if
background. As if the author
nothing else, the turmoil shows
was drawing an attack on the
city of angels.
how extremely important the
most conservative of Muslims
This was printed in a Qatar
hold their beliefs. So much so
newspaper just before American
that a few editorial cartoons
forces invaded Iraq.
could drive them to such anger.
Others showed Palestinian
But, thus rage and turmoil is
mothers holding babies
really rather hypocritical. Islamic wrapped with explosives up in
and Arab nations have been
the air with pride, as if they're
printing their own editorial cardestined to one day become suitoons for years, most of them far cide bombers.
worse then those at the center of
The Anti-Defamation League,
all this chaos.
which has been working furiOne would hope these carously to stop anti-Semitism and
toons don't reflect the majority
bigotry for 90 years, maintains a
opinion on either side, and
catalogue of cartoons like these
assuming so would of course be on their Web site if you'd like to
wrong. But the shocking nature
see them for yourself.
of many Arabic cartoons can't
Free speech is a sacred thing,
be denied.
William O. Douglas once said,
For example, vast amounts
"The Restriction of free speech
of cartoons depicting Israel, the
and free thought is the most
United States, and the Jewish
dangerous of all subversions."
faidi in an extremely negative
Many of these cartoons are
or distorted light have been
so simply drawn even a child
documented. In 2002 a Qatar
would have no problem undernewspaper printed one with an
standing their meaning while
Israeli jet frying into the WIG as
possibly missing the satire, reaan ecstatic Ariel Sharon looks on. son enough to prevent racist
Tom Gross, an Oxford eduundertones in editorial cartoons.
cated media analyst, believes
The Danish newspaper
this represents what he feels is
that printed these cartoons
a commonly held myth in Arab
should have thought twice
nations, that Israel was behind
about it beforehand — but
9/llandnotAI-Qaeda.
they've released a statement
One printed in lordan
apologizing for it, and made it
two years ago depicting the
clear they were only meant as
Auschwitz death camp of Adolf
humorous satire.
Hitler's "Third Reich" is another
Western newspapers have
example. Israeli flags have
been printing editorials mocking
replaced the swastika, and a sign everyone from President Bush to
with the chilling message, "The
Michael Jackson for years, and it
Gaza Strip, or Israeli Annihilation was only a matter of time before
Camp" is clearly visible.
they got to Islam.
According to Gross, this •
The point of editorial cartoons
depicts a widespread Islamic
may differ in the Middle East: it
belief that Israel's former relaseems many are intentionally
tionship with Palestinians living
trying to stir up hatred.
in the Gaza Strip is comparable
When you look at these Arabic
to the infamous Nazi death
cartoons, they look far more like
camp where millions of innopropaganda than anything else.
cent men, women, and children
Furthermore, the Arabic newswere killed during the Holocaust. papers are far less restrictive in
Another printed in Saudi
terms of offensive or suggesArabia that same year shows
tive cartoons — and have been
Sharon beating Palestinian chilchurning them out for years
dren to death with a wooden
with no apologies or remorse.
swastika, as other children look
Regardless of the motives
on terrified.
behind these Arabic cartoons,
One of the most disturbing I
the violence their considerably
found showed someone firing
more satirical European counat what looked like a commerterparts have caused throughout
cial airliner with a rifle, writthe Islamic worid is shameful.
ing "Our message to the White
House" in bullet holes along the
Please send comments to
side of the plane.
fandrew@bgsu.edu
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Play doesn't depict vulgarity
ASHLEY
COOPER
Guest Columnist
Let's first define the term
'vulgar": adj 1: lacking
refinement or cultivation or taste. The Vagina
Monologues has been defined
this way by BG News Assistant
Opinion Editor D.J. Johnson,
and I could not sleep tonight
unless we made one thing
clean the Vagina Monologues
is not vulgar.
The purpose of this play is to
allow women to open up about
their experiences with their
most personal organ.
The play does not promote
wild sexuality in women; rather,
it aims to allow for a more open
discussion about the ways
in which they are separated
from their sexuality through
the systemic denial of the very
existence of the vagina. If we
come to terms with this repression, women will no longer
be defined by the once-hidden, mysterious organ lurking
somewhere below the surface.
lohnson declares that the
show lacks substance, and that
only immature individuals
will enjoy it, but I must object
to such a broad, and more
importantly, unfounded claim.
The Vagina Monologues not
only appeals to the comic situations that women must face,
but also to the darker aspects
of being a woman. The mono-

logues that regard third-world
women and the rape and
torture they must endure are
a crucial step in adjusting our
skewed perceptions of women
in other cultures.
lohnson also claims that live
Ensler has equated women
with sex, a step backward in
the promotion of feminism,
but this notion is groundless.
Instead of defining women
by sex, Ensler gives voice to
women who have been unable
to express their sexuality in
both emotionally and physically. No one is saying that
women must become sexually
active; only sexually aware.
The monologue that is usually performed in an orgasmic
style is not presented simply
for shock value. The fact that it
is shocking is representative of
the taboos surrounding female
sexuality. Much of the play is
shocking, and until it feels like
an antiquated perspective of
femininity, the play must go on.
Vulgarity is not an issue
with this show; instead, fear
of the nameless makes us feel
exceedingly uncomfortable,
thus leading us to place many
labels upon the contents of the
performance. These brands
are simply one of the products
of our panic to escape die
frankness of a conversation
about something that has been
repressed until now.
I am also appalled by the
fact that lohnson is openly
discouraging student involve-

ment in this show. The Vagina
Monologues script is provided
to groups for free, provided that
100 percent of the earnings go
to charities for women. This
show is one of the most generous student productions on
campus, it is vital to its continued success in raising money
for women's shelters along with
other charities.
If we want to have an honest discussion about the
"weakened moral fabric of this
country," we clearly could not
talk about the generosity of this
production. I am proud that
our school is open enough to
allow this show to run on campus every year, and I hope that
people can come to realize the
benefits of open discussions
about sexuality.
Discrimination continues
because of a lack of knowledge,
and this is true for all forms of
that kind behavior.
Exploration, awareness, and
acceptance are the only ways
for us to move beyond fear,
taboo, and prejudice. The
Vagina Monologues has not
set out to revolutionize the
world. Yet, there is a glimmer
of possibility weaved throughout this show, and if nothing
else, it is the first step towards
a society of individuals who
are not afraid to become
aware of the unknown.
Send comments to Ashley at
ashleacPbpu.edu.
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No place for partisan speech
ALAN
CALCATERRA
• Opinion Columnist
r his past Tuesday was
Coretta Scott King's funeral and also seemed to be a
Democratic rally with anti-Bush
remarks from the likes of Jimmy
Carter, Rev. Al Sharpton, and
lesse Jackson.
This was supposed to be
about Martin Luther King's
wife but instead it was about
disliking Bush.
It was a disappointment to
me and many others that these
people are using the funeral
for there own political agenda,
rhere was massive publicity of the funeral and I guess
Democrats couldn't help but use
the publicity to advance their
own agenda.
It's very sad that such a great
woman of the civil rights movement had her funeral tainted
with cheap shots and political
platforms, former President
jimmy Carter and others were
so shallow as bashed President
Bush who sat next to Carter.
Carter talked about the
wiretaps that Bush is doing
and tried to say it was just like
when Martin Luther King got
wiretapped from Kennedy.
Carter forgot to realize was that
Kennedy was also a Democrat.
Carter also said "We only have
to recall the color of the faces of
diosc in Ixniisiana, Alabama and

Mississippi who are most devastated by Katrina to know that
there are not yet equal opportunities for all Americans."
I'm sick of people like Carter
trying to make Bush look like a
racist because of the Hurricane
Katrina disaster. This is nothing but a slander attack, which
Democrats seem to do best.
Carter shouldn't be talking since he's a failed peanut
farmer and considered one
of the worst presidents of the
twentieth century.
I wasn't the only one upset
about what Carter said, the New
York Post even voiced out against
Carter that he was trying to
"score cheap political points."
The Post also said "Jimmy
(barter may or may not have
been the worst president of
the 20th century. But his
disgraceful performance yesterday at Coretta Scott King's
funeral marks him as the most
shameless."
Michael Reagan, son of the
late Ronald Reagan and political
radio show personality, said "Dr.
Martin Luther King talked about
content of character, yet some of
those who spoke at the funeral;
displayed no character at all."
Rush I jmbaugh also spoke out
against what Carter and the liberals were saying at the funeral
on an interview with Neil Cavuto
on the Fox News Channel.
Limbaugh said, "I think
Coretta Scon King and MLK Jr.,
if there is to be any anger from
above looking down at that

event, it would be from them.
For a former president, no less,
to take these cheap partisan
shots, makes the Democrats
look like the angry people that
they really are... mean-spirited,
discourteous and wrong"
Rev. Joseph Lowery interrupted his tribute to King to say
"We know now there were no
weapons of mass destruction
over there. But Coretta knew and
we knew that there are weapons
of misdirection right down here.
Millions without health insurance. Poverty abounds. For war,
billions more, but no more for
the poor."
This yet another cheap shot
on Bush and he even stop talking about King half way through
just to slam Bush. This man is a
disgrace to also include King to
his political propaganda.
Rev. Al Sharpton and Rev.
Jesse Jackson both hammered
Bush with the War in Iraq and
with the hurricane relief; take it
from the two who lost presidential elections.
Democrats are becoming a
joke now with there ridiculous
name calling and swear campaigns. I laving people disrupt
King's funeral for political reasons it just proves that people
like Carter are nothing but a disgrace to what they did at a great
person's funeral.
Send comments to Akin at
atakat@bgpu.edu.

Felons deserve second chance
STAFF
EDITORIAL
The Post
Ohio University
The federal government's
Higher Education Act
that previously included
a strict denial of federal financial aid to students with past
d rug convict ions is expected
to be revamped to provide
more leniency.
Now, prospective students
with drug-related criminal
backgrounds are being given a
second chance to put their lives
back together, and with financial aid are more likely to have
a chance to further their educa-

tion. Giving older offenders—
who were not on financial aid at
the time of their conviction — a
chance to leave their troubles in
die past is a better direction for
legislation and correctly gives
reformed criminals a chance to
begin anew.
With the changes, offenders
who weren't enrolled in school
at the time of conviction will
have regained their eligibility to apply for aid if they
wish to go back and obtain a
college degree (of any level).
Offenders also could complete
certain drug treatment programs to attempt to redeem
themselves for past transgressions, whereas die previous

bill delayed aid for years at
a time based on the number
and severity of the charges.
Convicted felons will always
have a stigma wherever they
go. It only is fitting in a society
that values second chances
that we provide those who
have paid for their crimes
by not punishing them after
their release. It only is proper
for the federal government to
recognize this by assisting in
the education of former prisoners with the hope that it will
continue to keep them on the
straight and narrow. And there
is no better way to do so than
to provide them a chance at a
better education.
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WORSHIP: {across from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot)
• Weekend Liturgies- Sat. 5pm; Sun 10am, Noon & 7pm
• Sacrament of Reconciliation- 4:15-4:45 Sat. or by appt.
• Weekday Mass- Tues & Thurs 12:10pm, Wed 9pm
in the Prout Chapel
VOLUNTEER SERVICE:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc.
www.sttoms.com I info@sttoms.com
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Online classes
help students,
aid University
LEARNING. FROM PAGE 2

siblc without distance learning,''
Some audience members,
mostly made up of University staff,
praised distance learning's goal to
provide education for those who
might not otherwise have access
to it.
Mary Rizza, an associate professor of education and intervention
services, said gives students the
option to come to class or take
it online. The choice allows students who live hours away from
Bowling Green a chance to take
a class, she said, but it also lets
students choose according to their
strengths.
Some students, she said, "feel
more secure in seeing a person say
the same thing that they can hear
in a podcast."
At the same time, "there are
some students who are shy, or
don't fed comortable speaking in
class," Rizza said. "In an online
section ... I think it helps them to
express themselves."

Secrets lie in women's armpits
Research shows body
odor may be tied to
menstruation
BySusanneRust
Km

MILWAUKEE—A woman's most
intimate secrets may not be confined to tlie pages of her diary,
but found in smells emanating
from her armpits.
New research from scientists at Charies University in the
Czech Republic indicates that
a woman's menstrual cycle can
be gleaned from scents emitted
from her underarms.
Men exposed to these scents
prefer the aroma given off during ovulation, when she is most
fertile, to those issued during
menstruation, when she is less
likely to conceive.
The data lend Support to the
idea that people are not so different from their mammalian
— and particularly primate —
counterparts, which advertise

their fertility by smell, behavior
and physique.
And it suggests that women
do not have "concealed ovulation" as many researchers have
claimed but, instead, a form of
"non-advertised" ovulation.
"We're definitely in the money
here," said Randy Thomhill,
a University of New Mexico
biologist who was not involved
in the study but has spent the
past decade researching the
physiological cues of women's
fertility cycles.
Although he said the results
of the study did not come as
a surprise to him, nor will
it to other anthropologists
and most human biologists,
"these kinds of things are
going to surprise the reproductive biology establishment," which has long countered the idea that men and
women could detect subtle
cues about fertility.
The research appears in the
January edition of the journal
Ethology.

Primatologists havelong noted
the overt advertising of fertility
among monkeys and apes.
But women — unlike other
primates—don't seem to display
any overt signs of their fertility.
And they often seem unable to
recognize the signs themselves.
Several theories have been
posited concerning
this
concealment.
Some have suggested it may
reduce competition between
males, allowing for greater
cooperation; a necessity for the
survival of small bands of hunter-gatherers, as our ancestors
surely were.
Others think the lack of display may promote fatherly
care by confusing paternity
— making every male who's
had contact with that woman
suspect' the child could be his
own, thereby reducing the risk
of infanticide.
Indeed, it was argued that if a
woman knew when she was fertile, she might avoid sex during
her most fertile period so as to

avoid the pain and possibly lifethreatening prospect of delivering a child.
Despite the large number of
theories, there are few experimental studies addressing the
question of concealed ovulation.
As the Czech authors point
out in their study, none of these
evolutionary theories accounts
for olfactory signals; they focus
exclusively on visual cues
for fertility.
This, say the authors, doesn't
make sense because hormones,
which cause ovulation, are
probably more closely linked to
body odors than bodily appearance. Therefore, they argue, one
should expect "body odor attractiveness to be a potential cue to
female fertility status."
In some of these - studies,
there seemed to be a correlation between attractiveness and
a woman's fertility, based on a
score given by the sniffing men.
In others, there was no indication the two were tied.
The Czech researchers claim
these studies were fault)' for several reasons But the chief fault,
they say, resides in the use of
T-shirts as smell receptacles
because these cotton undergarments could be picking up extraneous smells not related to the
changes in a woman's cycle.
Thomhill, the New Mexico
biologist, said another problem
was the manner in which men
were introduced to the shirts
When men were asked to rate
the scents between different
women, the studies lost their

power. But if men were asked
to rate T-shirts from just one
woman, with shirts representing different periods during
her cycle, the results showed a
correlation.
"Sampling between women
can confound the results," he
said, because every woman
smells different.
Instead of relying on shirts,
the Czech researchers asked 19
women to wear adhesive cotton pads under their arms.
They wore the pads for 24
hours and were asked to refrain
from using perfumes, deodorants, antiperspirants; from
applying shower gel or aftershave; from eating foods containing garlic, onion, chili, pepper, vinegar, blue cheese, cabbage, radish, fermented milk
products and marinated fish.
The women wore the pads
once every seven days. And
once the 24 hours were up, they
put the pad in an opaque jar
that they immediately returned
to the researchers, who had
men lined up at the lab to
start smelling.
Only 12 women made it
through to the end of the study
— and it was from their scents
that a select group of men
judged their smell.
The results showed men
found scents the most attractive during the women's follicular phase, or when they
were most likely to conceive.
And they found the smells least
attractive during the menstrual
period.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
■ Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

Summit Street
A PARtMENTS
• Furnished
■Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
•Efficiences
S315/ mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWWGfiFFNHRIARIiENTAIS

COM

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars7$680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers, #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
329 E. Wooster, #B - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00. Lease May 13, 2006 to May
5,2007.
103 S. College - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people. NO
PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $680.00,
deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $820.00, deposit $820.00.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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Is this even legal?

Hey. I won your baby fair'
and square.
What am I aonno tell my wife?

Against the odds: Students gamble time for money
Internet and community gambling gains popularity among students
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORTER

college students. I'm tired
of meeting the same people,
and up here yon ean meet a
lot of different people.''

winner

and

runner-up,

respectively.
Money spent al the tournament by patrons also
i;oes lo.ini)iid cause-.
"We donate lood to the
cancer society and all the
money people pay goes
to the cancer society,"
I'iron/said.
I he crowds at l.asy Street
seem laid hack hut intense,
friendl) in the spile of
competition. I he sounds
of laughter could he heard
through the smoky haze in
the bar.
"I've
heen
playing
euchre! since I was alioul

Turn on your television al
am time of the day and
you're likely to see al leas!
ed in the tournament reguniic poker tournament.
I his craze has reached larly in the past and has
a Fever pitch in \merica, heen coming to I as\ Street
and Bowling Green isn't
"It's a lot ol Inn and it
different.
I as) Street < ale, locat- doesn't eost anything other
ed on the corner of Main than \iiur soda or heer
and Woostcr streets, plays or whatever you want,"
host to a euchre tourna- he said.
Vccording to bartender
ment ever) Monda) night
and draws a large number Vmanda Pirooz, every
Hi weeks, the winning
of locals.
learns meet each oilier
Up here you net ln meet
lor a chance to win S200
new people and you gel
to meet everybody." said cash. On an average week, 12 years old,'' said 24-yearold Diedrc Mcars. "It's just
\dam (laypool, a regular
something you do."

Mcars started playing
with her lamih and remembers participating around
holidays.
She andafew friends were
playing together Mondav
with hopes ol pelting into

the hi1.; tournament, hut
the) all said it was the fun,
not the allure of cash, that
kept them playing.
On campus, many students meet to play various panics ol' poker. Many
dorms play host to weekly
tournaments loo.
"I put) lor the excitement
and the fun, and sometimes
lor the money," said freshman \le\ Kaiim. Hanoi
POKER CRAZE, PAGE 9

(p,inil)liii;;;iil(li( linn

a gn>wing problem
for students
By Amly Ottriel
REPORTER
Risking all of his chips
on a stone (old hliill,
Nicholas Ueinhold, Irish
man, jumps in the air with
excitement.
He stole an SMI pnl from
theirIH-S| hand.
lo some people, Sill) is
experienced poker play
er like Ueinhold, $80 is
just liuildnr.; up a hank
roll lor a chance to win

"■laying poker is just
like ^anything that is dial
li irjli;.'

Uinilii ilil -..ml

II

you put eiiiiue.h lime into
it; study, practice and con
ceiilrale, you an- ;mii;; lo
IK- profitable in a namelike this."
Craig Gibson, a fresh
man
who
lives
in
llarslinian
Aiidersou,
plays |" iki-i like Kciulxild,
hut said he's not ready lo
liel SilMI no a name-.
"I just started play
nig poker, and I need lo
lir successful for a ',;<MMI
amoiinl of time before
money," Gibson said.
"I'oker is dangerous. No
matter how "HIMI you arc*,
the worst player al the
table can net lucky and
lake all your money."
ADDICTION, PAGE 9

Howard's brings Rock Fights home
The ultimate Battle of
the Bands calls local
band Sarasine winner
By Mike Robinson
REPORTER

During the fourth and final
round of the Bowling Green
Rock Fight on Saturday night,
two bands fought for glory, and
local group Sarasine came away
as the winner.
The BG Rock Fight was a
rock music competition held at
Howard's Club H.
Local bands were able to apply
lo perform in the first round of
the tournament, which was held
in October.
After each rou nd, the audience
votes on what band they want to
see move to the next round.

very generic vocals," Kane said.
By the fourth and final round,
"Sarasine is trying to bring back rock and "Sarasine
is trying to bring back
only two bands remained.
roll,
talented
musicians
and
live
shows
rock and roll, talented musiLocal bands Sarasine and
and live shows with subResonant Soul won the first three
with substance—something that's going to cians
stance—something that's going
rounds of the BG Rock Fight.
make
you
realize
that
talent
is
lacking
in
to make you realize that talent is
It was their last chance to
lacking in today's music."
prove themselves when they
today's music."
Rock competitions such as
faced off in the final round
this are a terrific way for musion Saturday.
JASON KANE, DRUMMER OF SARASINE
cians to get their music heard by
"You're what everyone
is focused on," said Clay are from different parts of Ohio, the BG Rock Fight, which Brown a large audience.
Although school and work
Brown, lead singer of Sarasine. they all met while attending said the band will use on buying
can get in the way sometimes,
recording equipment.
"Sometimes you get nervous up the University.
Brown planned on using the Brown said Sarasine will continthere, but once you're into it,
The first round of the BG
your mind takes over."
Rock Fight was their first live equipment to record the band's ue to write music and perform
first demo.
whenever they can.
Brown describes the sound performance.
"We're all entertainers," Brown
Drummer lason Kane said
of Sarasine as Alternative
The band was extremely excitFunk, and named The Red Hot ed to have won the competition one of Sarasine's objectives was said. "I don't think we're going to
Chili Peppers as their primary and looked at it as a good oppor- to separate themselves from the be stopping soon."
The members of Sarasine
influence.
tunity to share their music with current music scene.
"Most of today's music is all have plans for the future, which
Sarasine got their start in more people.
October of 2005.
Sarasine won $1,000 for plac- starting to sound the same, include putting on shows and
Although the band members ing first in the final round of with pop/punk chords and going on tour.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

The BG Rock light will definitely help them In their quest to
book shows, they said.
Resonant Soul also enjoyed
performing in the BG Hock Fight.
Both bands love the atmosphere
that Howard's offers its patrons.
"Playingatfloward'sisalwaysa
great time," Kane said. Resonant
Soul keyboardist Anthony Beck
said "Howard's is the only venue
around here where people will
go to see a band that they've
never seen before."
Although the term "Rock Fight"
might imply tension between
these bands, Resonant Soul and
Sarasine get along fine. There
seems to be a feeling of mutual
respect between the groups.
"I thought Sarasine kicked ass,"
Beck said. "I'm glad that we were
the final two bands."
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Online classes
help students,
aid University
LEARNING. FROM PAGE 2
sihlc without distance learning"
Some audience members,
most!) rnadeupofUnfversitystaff,
praised distant? learnings goal to
provide education for those who
might, inn otherwise have access
[oil.
Mary Rizz&, an associate professor of education and intervention
services, said gives students the
option in come to class or take
ii online. Hie choice allows students who live hour, away from
Howling Green a chance to take
a class, she said, but ii also lets
students dm rse ai a (ding to then
strengths.
Some students, she said, "fed
mote secure in seeingapeisonsa)
the same thing that thej can hear
in a podcast"
At the same time, "there are
some students who are shy <»
don't feel comonahle speaking in
class." Rjzza Said "In an online
section ... 1 think it helps them to

express themselves."

Secrets lie in women's armpits
Research shows body
odor may be tied to
menstruation
BySusanneRusI
mi
MILWAUKEE— A woman's most
intimate set rets may not lx-eonlined to the page- ol her diary,
hut found in smells emanating
from her armpits.
New research from scientists at Charles I Inivcisity in the
c zech Hepiihlie indicates that
a woman's menstrual cycle can
be gleaned from scents emitted
from her underarms.
Men exposed to these scents
prefer the aroma given off during ouilalion. when she is most
fertile, to those Issued during
menstruation, when she is less
likely to conceive.
The data lend support to die
idea that people are not so different from their mammalian
and particularly primate —
counterparts, which advertise

their fertility by smell, behavior
and physique.
And it suggests that women
do not have "concealed ovulation" as many researchers have
claimed but. instead, a form of
"non-advertised" ovulation.
"We're definitely in the money
here," said Randy Thornhill,
a University of New Mexico
biologist who was not involved
in the study but has spent die
past decade researching the
physiological cues of women's
fertility cycles.
Although he said the results
of the study did not come as
a surprise to him, nor will
it to other anthropologists
and most human biologists,
"these kinds of things are
going to surprise the reproductive biology establishment," which has long countered the idea that men and
women could detect subtle
cues about fertility.
The research appears in die
January edition of the journal

Ethology

I 'i 11 n a t n I ogi s i s have long noted
the overt advertising of fertility
among monkeys and apes.
But women — unlike other
primates—don't seem to display
any oven signs of their fertility.
And they often seem unable to
recognize the signs themselves.
Several theories have been
posited
concerning
this
concealment.
Some have suggested it may
reduce competition between
males, allowing for greater
cooperation; a necessity for the
survival of small bands of hunter-gatherers, as our ancestors
surely were.
Others think the lack of display may promote fatherly
care by confusing paternity
— making every male who's
had contact with that woman
suspect' the child could be his
own. thereby reducing the risk
of infanticide.
Indeed, it was argued that if a
woman knew when she was fertile, she might avoid sex during
her most fertile period so as to

^LeaderShape

avoid the pain and possibly lifethreatening prospect of delivering a child.
IX'spite the large number of
theories, there are few extH'riniental studies addressing the
question of concealed ovulation.
As the Czech authors point
out in dieir study, none of these
evolutionary theories accounts
for olfactory signals; they focus
exclusively on visual cues
for fertility.
This, say the authors, doesn't
make sense because hormones,
which cause ovulation, are
probably more closely linked to
body odors than bodily appearance. Therefore, they argue, one
should expect "body odor attractiveness to be a potential cue to
female fertility status."
In some of these studies,
there seemed to be a correlation between attractiveness and
a woman's fertility, based on a
score given by the sniffing men.
In others, there was no indication the two were tied.
The Czech researchers claim
diese studies were faulty for several reasons. Rut the cbief fault,
they say. resitles in the use of
T-shirts as smell receptacles
because these cotton undergarments could be picking up extraneous smells not related to the
changes in a woman's cycle.
Thornhill, the New Mexico
biologist, said another problem
was the manner in which men
were introduced to the shirts.
When men were asked to rate
the scents between different
women, the studies lost their

power. Hut if men were asked
to rate T-shirts from just one
woman, with shirts representing different periods during
her cycle, the results showed a
correlation.
"Sampling between women
can confound the results," he
said, because every woman
smells different.
Instead of relying on shirts,
the Czech researchers asked 19
women to wear adhesive cotton pads under their arms.
They wore the pads for 24
hours and were asked to refrain
from using perfumes, deodorants, antiperspirants; from
applying shower gel or aftershave; from eating foods containing garlic, onion, chili, pepper, vinegar, blue cheese, cabbage, radish, fermented milk
products and marinated fish.
The women wore the pads
once every seven days. And
once the 24 hours were up, they
put the pad in an opaque jar
that they immediately returned
to the researchers, who had
men lined up at the lab to
start smelling.
Only 12 women made it
through to the end of the study
— and it was from their scents
that a select group of men
judged their smell.
The results showed men
found scents the most attractive during the women's folluiil.ii phase, or when they
were most likely to conceive.
And they found the smells least
attractive during the menstrual
period.

GRADUATE
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Historic Millikin
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:

Are you looking to enhance
your LEADERSHIP SKILLS?
Do you want to build more
SUCCESSFUL work teams?
Do you want to make a
LARGER IMPACT at BGSU?

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
$345/mo +electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo + electric

Summit Street
■APARTMENTS-

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$4007mo + electric

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
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DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 B. Ever?, #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
329 E. Wooster. #B - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00. Lease May 13, 2006 to May
5,2007.
103 S. College - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people. NO
PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $680.00,
deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $820.00, deposit $820.00.
105 S. College • 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.

Apply Today:
vv.vvvv.bgsu.eciu/office5/sa/getinvolved/pageU698.litrnl
Completed applications are due by February 13th, 2006
LeaderShape 2006 will run from
May 6th until May 11th
For more information, contact
the Office of Campus Involvement a:
invplvedftbgsu,eo:u or call 372-2343

217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8 30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Is this even legal?
Hey, I won your baby fair
and square.
What am I gonna tellmy wife? I

Against the odds: Students gamble time for money
Internet and community gambling gains popularity among students
college students. I'm tired
of meeting the same people,
Turn on your television at and up here you can meet a
any time of the day and lot of different people."
Claypool has participatyou're likely to see at least
ed in the tournament reguone poker tournament.
This cra/e has reached larly in (he past and has
a fever pitch in America, been coming to Easy Street
and Bowling Green isn't for the last several years.
"It's a lot of fun and it
different.
l-asy Street Cafe, locat- doesn't cost anything other
ed on the corner of Main than your soda or beer
and Wooster streets, plays or whatever you want,"
host to a euchre tourna- he said.
According to bartender
ment even Monday night
and draws a large number Amanda I'irooz, every
Hi weeks, the winning
of locals.
"Up here you get to meet teams meet each other
new people and you get for a chance to win S2(M)
to meet everybody," said cash. On an average week,
Adam Qaypool, a regular they play for S50 and S2t)
at Easy Street. "It's not just in gift certificates for the
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORTER

winner

and

Mears started playing
with her family and remeniMoney spent at the tour- Ixrs participating around
nament by patrons also holidays.
Sheandafcwfricndswere
goes to a good cause.
"We donate food to the playing together Monday
cancer society and all the with hopes of getting into
money people pay goes the big tournament, hut
to the cancer society," they all said it was the fun,
PirOOZ said.
not the allure of cash, that
The crowds at Easy Street kepi them playing.
seem laid hack hut intense,
On campus, many stufriendly in the spite of dents meet to play varicompetition. The sounds ous games of poker. Many
of laughter could lie beard dorms play host lo weekly
through the smoky haze in tournaments too,
the bar.
"I play for the excitement
"I've
been
playing and the fun,and sometimes
leuchrel since I was about for the money," said fresh12 years old," said 24-year- man Alex liaum. ttaum
old Diedre Mears. "It's just
something you do."
POKER CRAZE, PAGE 9

respectively.

runner-up,

Gambling addiction
a growing problem
for students
By Andy Outiel
REPORTER

you pill enough time into
it; study, practice and concentrate, you are going lo
IH- profitable in a game
like Ibis."
Craig (.ilisnii, a freshman who lives in
llarshnianAnderson,
plays poker like KeinlMild,
Inn said he's not ready lo
Ix't $1111 on a game.

Kisking all of his chips
on a stone-cold bluff,
Nicholas Iteinlxild, freshman, jumps in the air with
excitement.
"I jusl started playI Irsiiil<-,iiiMil11mi from ing poker, and I need to
a person who got rkl of Ix1 successful for a gixxl
their best hand.
amount of lime before
To some people, sail is I can risk dial kind of
a lot of money, but lo an money," Gibson said.
experienced poker play- "Poker is dangerous. No
er like Iteinlxild, sun is matter how gixxl you are,
just building op a bank the worst player at the
mil for a chance lo win table can gel lucky anil
even more,
take all your money."
"Maying poker is just
like anything that is dial
ADDICTION, PAGE 9
lenging," Kcinbold said.'TI

Howard's brings Rock Fights home
The ultimate Battle of
the Bands calls local
band Sarasine winner
By Mike Robinson
dCPORIER

During the fourth and final
round of the Bowling Green
Rock fight on Saturday night,
two bands fought for glory, and
local group Sarasine came away
as the winner.
The Bd Rock Fight was a
rock music competition held at
Howard's Club H.
Local bands wereable to apply
to perform in the first round of
the tournament, which was held
in October.
Aftereachround.theaudicnce
votes on what band they want to
see move to the next round.

The i«. Rock Fight will del
very generic vocals," Kane said.
By the fourth and final round,
"Sarasine is trying to bring back rock and "Sarasine
is trying to bring back nitely help them in their quesl to
only two bands remained.
roll, talented musicians and live shows
rock and roll, talented musi- hook shows, they said.
Local bands Sarasine and
Resonant Soul won the first three
with substance—something that's going to cians and live shows with sub- Resonant Soul also enjoyed
stance—something that's going performing in the BG Rock Fight.
rounds of the BG Rock Light.
make you realize that talent is lacking in
to make you realize that talent is Both bands love the atmosphere
It was their last chance to
lacking in today's music."
thai Howard's offers its patrons
prove themselves when they
today's music."
Rock competitions such as
"Playing at Howard's is alwaysa
faced off in the final round
this are a terrific way for musi- great time." Kane said. Resonant
on Saturday.
JASON KANE, DRUMMER OF SARASINE
cians to get their music beard by Soul keyboardist Anthony Beck
"You're what everyone
said "Howard's is the onh venue
is focused on," said Clay are from different parts of Ohio. the BG Rock Fight, which Brown a large audience.
Although school and work around here where people will
Brown, lead singer of Sarasine. they all met while attending said the hand will use on buying
can gel in the way sometimes, go to see a hand that they've
recording equipment.
"Sometimes you get nervous up the University.
Brown planned on using the Brown said Sarasine will contin- nevet seen before."
there, but once you're into it.
The first round of the BCi
Although t he let in' 'Rock I Ight"
Rock Fight was their first live equipment to record the band's ue to write music and perform
your mind takes over."
might imph tension between
whenever they can.
first demo.
Brown describes the sound performance.
"We're all entertainers," Brown these hands. Resonant Soul and
Drummer lason Kane said
of Sarasine as Alternative
The band was extremely excitFunk, and named The Red Hot ed to have won the competition one of Sarasine's objectives was said. "I don't think we're going to Sarasine get along fine. I heir
seems to be a feeling of mutual
Chili Peppers as their primary and looked at it as a good oppor- to separate themselves from the be stopping soon."
The members of Sarasine respect between the groups.
influence.
tunity to share their music with current music scene.
"I thought Sarasine kicked ass
"Most of today's music is all have plans for die future, which
Sarasine got their start in more people.
October of 2005.
Sarasine won SI.000 for plac- starling to sound the same, include putting on shows and Beck said. "I'm glad that we were
the final two hands.
Although the band members ing first in the final round of with pop/punk chords and going on tour.
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"When a
Stranger Calls

REV

'Eight Below'

"Big Momma's
House 2"

Toshi Reagon

This week, the Pulse checks the
vitals of Andy Crocket, a senior
at-large, fraternity brother,
former president of the InterFraternity council and current intern in the Office of
Student Ufa
What are your nicknames?
Crockesauras. A girl from my
involvement in Greek life
called me that one day.
Where are you from? Ann

Arbor, Mich. I grew up a
Wolverines' tan. but was mostly interested in Detroit sports
like the Pistons
So what made you decide to
some to BG? My mom forced
me to come — my mom's an
alumnus and she kept telling me to apply. So finally I
did and ended up liking it.
Being from Michigan, you
dont know of too many Ohio
schools, but my mom really
encouraged me, and I've never
regretted it.
What kinds of hobbies are you
into? I enjoy researching history like classical civilizations
or the medieval civilizations. I
love hockey too because I was
a goaltender.
What did you do for the Super
Bowl? My fraternity had a gettogether, but unfortunately I
had a paper and quiz to study
for, so I watched it and studied
at the same time.

ANDY CROCKET
SENIOR

treadmills are filled. I'll be trying to run on the treadmill for
25 minutes and they're walking
when you're only supposed to
walk to cool down.
Oo you prefer sitcoms or
reality TV? Sitcoms. I here's •
no such thing as true reality
TV Reality isn't like TV If you
filmed someone, it'd be boring
sometimes.
What are your favorite TV
shows? "The Simpsons."
"l-amily (iiiy," "The Daily Show"
and "The Colbert Report."
Do you have any guilty pleasures? My guilty pleasure
is eating junk foods on the
weekends: chips, fast food and
candy. I love Dots!
What do you think of the
Academy Awards? I tliink
there's a lot of bias toward
the end-of-the-year movies.
Basically, it's like who made the
best movie through November
duuugh December.

What did you think about the
commercials? 1 thought they
were sub-par. I was disappointed they didn't do the
Pepsi/iPod thing, where you
have a one-in-lhrec chance
of winning a free song from
■Tunes when you buy a Pepsi.

Tell us a funny story. I once
accidentally ripped a S20 bill
in half. I was trying to be slick
and pulled it out flashing to
people and it ripped.

Do you have any pet peeves?
I do! When people run on the
treadmill at the rec for too long,
for like an hour when all the

Do you have any words of wisdom? I lave fun, but don't skip
class. And don't waste your
time in college.

As of late, I lollywood executives
have found it necessary to try
and remake old films from the
70s in hopes to make a quick
buck off of them.
The only problem is, they seem
to lack any and all ability to do
the fob well, and as a result, the
public is left to sit through another bad horror film.
"When a Stranger Calls" is the
latest film to follow this new
Hollywood standard, and it's no
big shock to find that the film isn't
very good.
This remake of the 1979 cult
film tells die story of a babysitter
who is tormented by relentless
and twisted phone calls from an
unknown source—which—if you
have seen any of the previews for
this film, you already know the
big plot twist there.
"When a Stranger Calls" tries
to use the same tricks over and
over again: A series of quick camera movements and loud noises that cause die scares to be
nothing more than the equivalent of someone or something
jumping in front of the camera
yelling "Boo!"
With its same predictable
scares, mediocre acting and all
around failed attempts to try and
update the story for the new millennium, it becomes very hard
to recommend "When a Stranger
Calls" for anyone but die-hard
horror movie fans whose pickings are slim this time of year.
—Joe Oinningluim

"Eight Below" belongs to
the dogs.
The new Walt Disney Pictures
production, directed by frank
Marshall, is about an Antarctic
research team that because
of an emergency and harsh
weather, has to leave their sled
dogs behind.
These eight dogs, made up of
Siberian Huskies and Alaskan
Malamutes, have to fend for themselves for months as they straggle
to survive in the frigid land.
The film is said to be inspired
by a true story. While that is technically true, it is producer David
lloberman's retelling of a successful 1983 Japanese film titled
"Antarctica"
"Antarctica" is based on
the events of a 1957 and 1958
lapanese Antarctic expedition
when fierce weather forced the
lapanese team to leave behind
16 sled dogs. Upon their return
almost a year later, it was found
that many of those dogs had
miraculously survived.
Paul Walker and Bruce
Greenwood put together decent
performances, but many of the
secondary characters' dialogues
seem forced or cliched. This is
especially true for lason Biggs,
who faces the stereotypical "awkward-guy" moments.
Bottom Line: This film is a
rental only for the incredible
performances from the dogs and
some beautiful arctic scenery.
—JenniferKuhn

Momma's House 2" is the
follow-up to the 2000 hit comedy,
and features Martin lawrence
reprising his role as an FBI agent
going undercover as the title
character Big Momma.
This time around, Lawrence
goes undercover as a nanny for
a rich California family, of which
the father is suspected of murder
and creating a computer program to gain access to government databases.
"Big Momma's House 2" is an
unoriginal, thoughtless comedy
that offers few laughs to its audiences and even less enjoyment.
The story in "Big momma's
House 2" is just plain bad as well.
As the plot further develops, you
sec exactly how bad it is. Not only
are the criminals dumb, but the
FBI agents assigned to the case
are just as dumb.
Compared to the original, the
cast is far inferior in this film as
well. While the original feature
such actors as Paul Giamatti and
Terrence Howard, both of whom
are Academy Award nominees
(as of the printing of this article),
this film features a group of noname B-list actors to try and support Lawrence, but fail miserably.
"Big Momma's House 2" is one
of the worst comedies to come
out in recent memory, and with
its bad jokes, bad story, and bad
acting it's easy to see why. Pass on
this film: it's not worth your time
or your money.
—Joe Cunningham

If you miss hearing your younger
siblings whine, or you're just in
the mood to listen to whining,
this is the CD for you because
that's what it sounds like Toshi
Reagon is doing diroughout her
entire CD, Have You I leard.
With tides like "Trying to Bring
Love Home," "Ooh Wee" and
"Soul-N-Deep," I was expecting
some pretty exciting songs, but
was sorely disappointed.
If it wasn't for the fact that
the music changed beats,
you wouldn't know the song
had changed.
Reagon's whiny, almost monotone voice sounds the same on
virtually every track.
It seems as though she's trying
to get into the music and really
let herself go, but for whatever
reason her voice isn't reflecting
that. It consistently stays within
thesame few notes.
The whininess of her voice also
takes away from the fact that the
music and lyrics accompanying
it are actually pretty good.
By far, one of the worst songs
on the CD is Reagon's rendition
of "I Icartbrcak Hotel." What is a
classic was reduced to a boring
and poorly performed song
Overall, this CD is not for the
easily annoyed.
The whininess gets on your
nerves after the fourth song,
but if you can listen past that
aspect, the music and lyrics are
actually decent.
—Jessica Zamarripa

Tull-contacf sport gets feminine touch
Roller skating is back
again with the Roller
Derby Girls in Ohio
By Chelci Howard
REPORtER

When someone refers to, "hot girlon-girl action," they are not usually referring to a roller derby. But
thanks to a group of rough-andtumble women, now they can.
Women from all different walks
of life are playing key roles in the
revival of the Roller Derby, and
Ohio is no exception. The Ohio
Roller Girls arc looking forward
to their upcoming season which
starts in April.
The Ohio Roller Giris was actually the brain child of Melissa
"Scarlett Fury" Wallace. She had
done some research on the Texas
Rollergirls who have held derbies
for the past five years.
"I started doing some research
and decided roller derby was
something Columbus needed,"
Wallace said. "1 had no idea how
to start a team up so I contacted

some of the Texas Rollergirls and
joined an online group to get
more info, and the rest is history.
1 can definitely say that starting
this here in Columbus has been
the best experience of my life."
This sparked the interest of
Lisa "Missfire" Carter, who had a
friend who was in the Windy City
Roller Girls and became really
farinated with the derby. The two
women teamed up to change the
way Ohio thought about roller
skating forever.
"IWallacel was trying to get
something together, and I met
her in April of last year," Carter
said. "She rounded up five people to start a team. Scarlett and I
did all of the business stuff, and
we just got it rolling"
The league has now grown to
more than 60 women—totaling
four teams—who practice religiously every Tuesday for two
hours in order to gear up for the
season, which starts April 23.
The season starts with six
games of what is called an
'Inhibition Bout" and leads to

"We all get hurt, but that's normal. We all
have bruises and we've had people break
legs and ankles. It comes with the territory
and you can't be afraid to get hurt. It's just
part of the term full-contact.'"
LISA 'MISSFIRE' CARTER, OHIO ROLLER DERBY GIRLS

the "Championship Bout"
there are two "jammers"—one
There isa bout each month, and from each team.
they are held on Sundays at the
The jammers score points
Greater Columbus Convention for their own team by busting
Center at 6 p.m. Tickets are $10 through the pack, which is a maspre-sale and $15 at the door.
sive huddle of the eight blockers.
A liout consists of two games
The jammer who successfultotal, both usually lasting about ly manipulates the pack first is
10 to 15 minutes, and then a half dubbed, "lead jammer," and has
time show, which usually con- the power to call off the game.
sists of a band playing. Half time
Every lap around the track
is followed up by a second match gives the jammers time to score,
of two different teams
and they score according to how
Five women from each team much physical contact they have
can be on an oval track at the with the other team.
same time. Four women, eight
Due to the aggressive nature
women total, are called "Mock- and highly competitive spirit
ers," and line up together at the of this game, injuries are very
start point on the track.
frequent.
Twenty feet behind them,
"We all get hurt, but that's nor-

mal," Carter said. "We all have
bruises and we've had people
break legs and ankles It comes
with the territory, and you can't
be afraid to get hurt. It's just
part of the term 'full-contact,'"
Carter said.
Full contact in roller derby is
something that many spectators
look forward to, especially since
the roller derby realm has had
some added public relations help
with a new popular reality show.
The Texas Roller Girls, who
Wallace credited for the inspiration to start her own league, landed a deal with the A&K channel
for a pilot show called "Rollergirls"
which airs on Mondays at 10 pm.
"The show is not entirely accurate; even the game is not the
same," Carter said. "They play big
track and we play flat track and
the rules aren't even the same.
The show is definitely for drama
and it is sensationalized."
Even though the show has catapulted roller derby into a new
stream of American society, the
sport is a lot older than it might

seem, according to Carter.
"Roller derby actually started
in Chicago in the 1930s," Carter
said. "The owner of one of the
teams noticed how people got
excited when the players made
contact with each other, so he
developed a game based off of
racing and added contact to it.
It's Iroller derby] been phasing in
and out every other decade"
The Ohio Roller Girls invite
anyone who is interested to
come try the sport out. The only
pre-requisite for joining is being
at least 21 and having valid insurance, for obvious reasons.
Moreinformationontheleague
can be found at die group's Web
site, www.ohiorollergirlscom.
Even though roller derby isn't
necessarily for everyone, Carter
insisted that the roller girl trait
is something you either have or
don't have.
"You cither feel like you are or
you aren't a roller girl," she said.
"You just have this feeling when
you hear it like, 'Oh my gosh,
that's me!"
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for next year before it's too late!!!
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Best and worst love songs from 1996-2006
By Chela Howard
REPORKR

Valentine's Day is a time lo show
your loved one how much you
have enjoyed their companionship since Sweetest Day.
A popular idea within the past
few years has been the notion
of the "Mixed love Song Tape,"
which can provideyourValentine
with a 24-7 reminder of the first
song you ever danced to.
The past decade has a lot of
noteworthy and some no-sonoteworthy songs.
Here is a guideline to help
you on your way. We present to
you, in no particular order, "The
Best and Worst Love Songs from
1996-2006."

2. "Iris" by the
Goo Goo Dolls.
This song practically
defined
1998 and bloomed
at the top of the
Billboard charts for
18 straight weeks.
Put on the
soundtrack for the blockbuster
"City of Angels," (he song couples
heavy guitar riffs and a string
orchestra and tells a story of true
love and secret admiration.

Wl

love ballads.
Following
up
from their success
-with the single, "All
my Life" in 1997,
the duo decided to
release "Crazy" for
2001s "Save the Last
Dance" soundtrack

and received much
commercial success with some
of the most powerful vocals
released that year.
5."Yellow"byColdplay.

In 2001, "Yellow" catapulted
3. "Broken Road" by Rascal Coldplay into the American
Halts.
mainstream, with a song about
Ohio-based group Rascal love and all that it encompasses,
Hatts' "Broken Road" is not your even though lyricist and lead
average country song. This song singer Chris Martin claims the
fuses elements of pop and coun- song to be influenced by the yeltry to make a song that owned low pages.
the charts in 2005. The song tells
Regardless of its Hue meaning,
a tale of how bad relationships yellow can beautifully describe
condition you to find your one, any relationship, from friendtrue love.
ship to marriage.

Best:
1. "OneSweet Day" by Mariah
Carey/Boys II Men.
This song owned the charts in
the beginning of 1996, holding
the No. 1 position for over 16
weeks, leaving no junior prom or
wedding untouched.
The soulful duet was composed by both part ies in a memorial to friends who had passed
on, but is universal enough to
apply to relationships.

4. "Crazy" by K-CI and lojo.
Honorable mention: "I Miss
Brothers Cedric and Joel You" by Incubus, "The Luckiest"
Hailey first showed their vocal by Ben Folds, "This I Promise
skills off in R&B power group You" by N'Sync. "It's Your Love"
lodeci, before pairing up and by Faith Hill/Tim McCiraw and
unleashing a number of sappy "I'll Be" Fdwin Mccain.
,.-..*.>,
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By Corey Close

Good comedy can be hard to
find in BowlingGreen.
TheConnxtionsComedyClub
in Mauriiee has a student's night,
but the comedians there are hit
or miss, more often miss.
One way locals can see a
quality comic is the Ann Arbor
Comedy Showcase in Ann Arbor,
Mich., where touring comedian
Todd Barry will be performing
tonight and tomorrow.
On the surface, Todd Barry
may seem like a hundred other
stand-up comedians, but he is
considered by many to be one
of the most innovative comics
working in New York's groundbreaking comedy scene.
Barry has been performing
stand up comedy since he got
his start in 1987 in South Florida.
He soon moved to New York and
is now a native of the city's comedy scene.
Dry, sarcastic humor is Barry's
specialty. Wether he is mocking people who get too attached
to music or talking about an
episode of MTV Cribs, his soft,
melodic voice lulls the audience
and then hits them with countless sardonic barbs.
Barry does not limit himself to stand up, though; he
has dabbled in many forms of
entertainment
He is a skilled drummer
who has sat in with the alter-

III"'
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native band Yo La Tengo and
also performs with a sketch
comedy group named Tinkle,
who features New York-favorite
Ion Benjamin and nationally
renowned actor and comedian
David Cross.
Hisfirstshortfilm,"Borrowing
Saffron," played at multiple festivals including the Bumbershoot
One Reel Film Festival and the
Woodstock Film Festival.
"If you've been on stage in
another capacity," Barry said
of his other endeavors, "you'll
feel more comfortable ...
doing comedy."
Todd has certainly left his
mark on the comedy world and
he continues to do so.
He has appeared on "Comedy
Central Presents" once with
another appearance coming
at the end of March and has
released two CDs, ExtraMedium
and FallingOffThe Bone. He has
appeared on "Late Night With
Conan O'Brien" and the "Late
Show with David Letterman,"
all of which is good business
according to Barry.
"1 think TV and CDs help
spread [my name] outside of
New York," he said.
After performing for nearly
20 years, Barry knows about
good comedy. He said there
are some comedians he gets
excited about.
"I just did two shows with Doug
Stanhope," Barry said. "He's
Great. Really raw, smart stuff."
More information can be
found at the Ann Arbor Comedy
Showcase Web site at www.
aacomedy.com.
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also said he prefers playing with
friends because he feels he can
trust them.
However, some students are in
the game strictly for the payoff.
"I won't play for fun, just for
money," said sophomore Zac
Patrick. His friend Ian Oxender,
also a sophomore, plays for the
money too

"Always money," Oxender said.
Another craze in the poker phenomenon is the amount of online
|H)ker sites [lopping up all over
tile Internet.
These sites allow users to compete with people .ill over the globe
for a chance to win big rewards.
I lowever, many of poker players don't trust the sites because
some of them may make the
game of poker a bit misleading.
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2 lull baths •
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuffle Route •
Only 2 blocks trom campus! •

Massachusetts Council on
Compulsive Gambling, studies
show that college students are
17 percent more prone to have
a gambling addiction than any
other age group.
Keith White, executive director of the National Council of
Problem Gambling, agreed
with the studies' findings.
"Statistics show that 18-24
year olds have the highest rates
of gambling rates leading to
gambling problems," he said.
White contributes student's
gambling problems to their
desire to take risks and blames
the media.
"Besides risk of addiction,
kids are more likely to be
involved in more risk taking
behavior," he said.
Gambling is also broadcast
all over television.

Honorable
mention:
"Underneath your Clothes"'
Shakira. "Truly. Madly. Deeply"
Savage Garden, "Over and
Over" Nelly/Tim McGraw,
"Chanle's Col A Man" (.'haute
Moore and "I Finally Found
Someone" Bryan Adams/

Barbra Streisand.
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"Online it seems they slack the
deck so you get good hands up
against good hands 'llicre's more
action so the site makes more
money, and that's what I don't like
alxiutit.'Claypoolsaid. t
Patrick agreed saying some
sites put good hands against
other good hands to make die
action seem more dramatic.
He also said he fell this could
cause tome poker players to be

distracted from the game.
Baum. while having never
played for money online, knows
people who have and lost a significant amount of both their time
and money.
"Some of the sites are kind of unlegit, imd Ipeoplel lost on some
weird hands." he said.
Either way, online sites are just
another facet of the new fascination with poker.

"It is a 50-50 chance, so there
is no sure thing," he said.
Shaw said players, weather
conditions and injuries all
impact the outcome of the
game, making a bet that much
more of a difficult decision.
Heinbold likes to play Texas
hold'em, and he said some
college students don't underNICHOLAS REINBOLD, FRESHMAN
stand the consequences
"The World Poker Tour" is and increase legal gambling of gambling.
aired weekly on the Travel opportunities (hat a lot of
"A lot of people just think
Channel. ESPN covers the kids would try gambling," they can play and win and
World Series of Poker and White said.
there is nothing to it, hut they
Poker is a popular pastime, are wrong," he said. There is
"The King of Vegas" recently
debuted on Spike TV. which but students also bet on sport- a lot of hard work with time
is a show about several ing events.
and dedication that needs to
According to ESPN, more be put in to be a successful
casino games.
But viewers only see the than $90 million was bet on pokei player."
If you or someone you know
glory of winning, and don't the regular NFL season.
realize the losing side of
Steve Shaw, freshman, bets has a gambling-related probsemi-frequently on sporting lem, you can contact the Ohio
the game.
"It is not surprising that events, but keeps it under con- Gambling Problem Hotline at
given all the saturation cover- trol by doing it mostly with 1-800-589-9966 for more help
and assistance.
age of gambling in the media family and for low stakes.

"A lot of people just think they can play
and win and there is nothing to it, but
they are wrong. There is a lot of hard
work with time and dedication that
needs to be put in to be a successful
poker player."
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5. "I Try" by Macy Gray.
Canton-born Macy Cray's "I
Try" is painful. That is the wily
word 10 describe it. honestly.
But in 2001, the association
hail ear mufls on and awarded her the Best Female Pop
Performance, however, her
success dwindled from there,
as someone must have handed
her a bag of cough d rops.
I Irv "should have stopped al
the line, "I try to say good -bye'
and I choke." Gagging ileuses
could have been optional.

Students battle with gambling addictions
ADDICTION, FROM PAGE 7
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This is the most covert use
of voyeuristic activities since
Sting and the Police's "I'll He
Watching You." Somehow, this
song crept its way up to the top
of the charts and stayed for 4
weeks, making the album certifiable triple platinum.

Poker games surface around town

Comedy finds a
closer location
The sarcastic humor
of Todd Barry greets
area comedy fans

***

But don't worry,
Kid Rock is sup1. "Sorry 2004" by
posedly working
Ruben Studdard.
on a rendition
When Studdard
of "Picture" with
triumphed over Clay
country-newcomAiken. winning the
er Gretchen Wilson
title of "American
in later Februarv.
Idol" for season two,
critics countrywide
3. "Hey Leonardo
were praising him
as the "Luther Vandross of the (She Likes Me for Me)" by
new Millennium," and probably Blevsid Union of Souls.
Leonardo DiCaprio was
kicked themselves in the head
the apple of many teens' eyes
when this song came out.
Two years later, people are still alter his 1997 role in the epic
tony they ever heard this song. "Titanic." So naturally, if you
claimed that you knew him,
2. "Picture" by Kid Rock/ you probably would have act ess
to a lot of different women, that
SherylCrow.
Detroit-bred Kid Rock had is, until you put your name on
never been subtle about his a painful song such as 1999s
Southern rock Influences, even "Hey Leonardo."
These could be some of the
though technically he was
admitted onto the scene as a self- most annoying, whirry vocals
ever created.
proclaimed "White Trash MC."
One could be surprised that a
When he paired up with songstress Sheryl Crow for 2002s follow up song wasn't, "She left
me for Leonardo."
"Picture," it was indeed painful.
With a plot line that came right
4. "Invisible" by Clay Aiken.
off of Springer and voices that
l-.ven though Aiken didn't
clashed more than gold and silver, this song somehow made it win the title of "American Idol,"
to the top of the video, download he should have been dubbed as
a grade-A stalker.
and music charts.

Worst:

VI
VI
VI
^l
a

2 Resort style pools
3 Year-round hot tubs
3 High pressure tanning domes
1 Huge 24-hr. Fitness center
32" or Big Screen TV
w/furnished package

VI Washer and dryer in every apt.
V) Private shuttle route to campus
VI No deposits Rent starts at S307
VI Free high speed internet
VI And much, much more!
THE ENCLAVE I & II

i^

^^^

GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrenlals.com

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

419-353-5100
www colleQBparkweb com

NHL: GAMBLING SCANDAL SHOCKS THE HOCKEY WORLD.
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SWIMMING
AND DIVING

GYMNASTICS

Gymnasts look to rebound
BG to face Ball State
without injured
Deacon, Boisvert

BG dedicates whole
season to preparing
for conference
championships

By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

\lilii)ii|jh il is short a couple of
key competitors, the BGSU gymnastics team is not looking to
make any excuses. The Falcons
head to Hall State tonight to compete in the Cardinal Classic, a
triangular meet that also features
Michigan State.
"We can definitely step
up." said senior lessica Guyer.
That's what's so special about
this team is that we have so
much talent and so much
depth. Candice [Deacon] and
Marie | Boisvert I were two key
girls that we needed this year,
hut we still have some more
people that can step up and
take their places."
After both Deacon and
Boisvert were injured last week,
the Falcons have been left with
some question marks as to who
will compete in their places.
Deacon lore both the ACL
and MCI. on her right leg
and Boisvert tore her \( I
and meniscus on her left leg
in Saturday's meet. On the
bars, the Falcons were alread\
without Sakura Tomna and
Ashlee Deleuw.
"That leaves some ;
large holes, the biggest one
being on the bars," BG coach
Dan Connelly said.
lillian Stranges will be competing in all four events for the
first time this year as she'll fill
one of the openings on the bars,
layme Stambaugh will fill the
other opening
"I'm pretty excited, it's been a
long time since I've done all four
events," Stranges said. "I'm just
stepping in to be there for the
team and for everyone who's
gotten hurt."
The injuries were not the only
thing that hampered BG last
week. After a promising start,
the Falcons had some key slipups in some areas in which they
usually excel.
"Last week we missed seven
of the last twelve routines of the
GYMNASTICS. PAGE II

By Heather Riedel
REPORTER

Meal Cropper BG Nevis

HANG TIME: Senior lessica Bradley competes on the balance beam for the Falcons. She placed third on the event Saturday with a 9.700. The
Falcons will travel to Indiana this weekend to take on Ball State, looking to get their seventh win in the teams' eighth meeting.

TENNIS

SWIMMIING. PAGE 11

Guyer rewarded for top finishes
By Matt DfHghton

By Brooks Obermeyer

DEPORTEE

REPORTER

"It's such a big change. Every
team, no matter how good or bad,
has at least one really good player,
and now I have to play them every
match," Ashley said.
Ashley and Kelsey lakupcin grew
up in (/ilumbus, Ohio, where they
attended Bishop Watterson High

liz Honegger and the women's basketball team weren't
the only ones taking care
of business over Super
Bowl weekend.
On Saturday the women's
gymnastics team hosted the
Northern Illinois Huskies, and
although they fell just tenths
of a point short of victory, one
Falcon rose above the rest and
received her first career MidAmerica Conference Gymnast
of the Week award.
Senior Co-captain lessica
Guyer finally received the
honor early this week after her
excellent performance against
NIU, where she placed first on
the floor exercises with a score
of 9.950, tied for first on-the
beam by posting a 9.750 and
tied for third on the vault with
a 9.725 mark.
Cuyers MAC selection in
addition to her scores against
NIU made it easy for us to
select her as this week's Athlete
of the Week.
Right off the bat, the 200405 team most valuable player
talked very little about her

SISTERS. PAGE 11

GUYER, PAGE 11

PltDorjmin BGNews

FAMILY AFFAIR: Junior Ashley Jakupcin and her freshman sister Kelsey
both excel on the BG tennis team.

gles to no. 1 singles. If Kelseys
not playing her own match, she
can usually be found court-side
watching Ashley.
"This weekend against
DePaul was Ashley's toughest
match ever, and I sat there for
the entire match to help her,"
Kelsey said.

All sports have a goal that they
work hard for all year. Baseball
has the World Series at the end
of each regular season, and
football has the Super Bowl.
In these spons, the regular season games count for
something when it comes
time to placing teams in the
playoff games.
But the sport of swimming
is not like these others.
There are regular season
dual meets, but when it all
comes down to it, it's not
the regular season records
that counts, it's the preparation for their goal of the
season: the Mid-American
Conference Championships.
Swimming teams and
coaches, like all sports,
have different ways of training and getting themselves
ready for the big MAC meet.
BGSU's swimming program prepares all year for
this championship.
"Our training philosophy
is different from many other
MAC teams. We focus all of
our effort and all of our training solely on our MAC meet
at the end of the season," said
(essie Guinness, senior and
captain of the swimming and
diving team.
"We decided as a team that
we would focus only on MACs
and coming into these last two
weeks, that is still our intention," she said.
Fellow senior and teammate
Stephanie Buckner agrees that
the team has maintained a
strong focus on getting ready
for the MAC Championships.
"Over the next two weeks,
we will mainly be focusing
on our goals that we have set

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Tennis team led by sister act
The lakupi in sisters are far from
being alike, but one thing they
have in common is winning on
the tennis court.
Since Ashley lakupcin arrived
on the scene for the BGSU tennis
team two years ago, all she has
done is led the Falcons in total
victories. Her performance last
season earned her second team
All-MAC honors.
Not to be outdone by her older
sister, freshman Kelsey lakupcin
is leading the charge this year for
the Falcons. Kelsey is 7-3 overall on the season, including a 42 record in singles action. This
past week. Kelsey was selected as
the MAC player of the week after
going4-l over the weekend.
Ashley has helped Kelsey make
the transition to collegiate athletics by teaching her about the
unwritten rules of college and
about teamwork.
"She taught me that winning
as a team is more important than
winning as an individual. It's all
about the team," Kelsey «aid.
Kelsey is now lending her support to Ashley as she makes her
own transition from no. 2 sin-

MACs all
that matter
to Falcon
swimmers

GET !N ON THE ACTION AT WVVW.BeNEVVS.COM/SP0RTS

File Photo BGIfcm
THRILL OF VICTORY: Senior Jessica Guyer competes on the floor routine.,
She placed first with a 9.950 on the event at her last meet

SPORTS
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Gretzky's wife, Tocchet,
caught in gambling ring
Janet Jones, Coyotes
asst. coach allegedly
bet big on football
By Angela DeBiSarti and Geoft
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TRENTON. NJ. — W&yne Crctifcy
was recorded on a wiretap talking to
die alleged financier of a gambling
ring, discussing how his wife could
avoid being implicated, a person
with knowledge of the investigation
told Tlie Associated Press yesterday.
Gretzky, coach and pan-owner
of the Phoenix Coyotes, can be
heard on wiretaps made within
the past month talking about his
wife with assistant coach Rick
Tocchet, the person said, speaking on the condition of anonymity
due to the ongoing investigation.
Gretzky's wife, actress lanet
(ones, allegedly bet at least
$100,000 on football games over
the course of the investigation by
state authorities, the person said.
There is no evidence that
Gretzky placed any bets, according to the person.
Authorities say from Dec. 29
through Feb. 5 — the day of the
Super Bowl — bettors placed a
total of $1.7 million in wagers with
the ring run by a New Jersey state
trooper, Tocchet and a South Jersey
man. All face charges of promoting
gambling, money laundering and
conspiracy and are scheduled to
be arraigned in Superior Cburt in
Mount Holly on Feb. 21, the state
Attorney General's office said.
Jones has not been charged.
Investigators say about six current NHL players placed bets
with the ring and are looking
into whether anyone involved
in the 5-year-old operation,
which authorities say had a connection to organized crime in
Philadelphia and southern New
Jersey, wagered on NHL games.
Gretzky is not the main focus of
the probe, the person said.

for the season as well as getting
focused and pumped for the
meet that we have been training
for all season, the MAC meet,"
Buckner said.
The MAC Championships,
similar to the World Series and the
Super Bowl, is the one weekend
of the season that the swimmers
and divers on the BG squad have
practiced and trained and centered themselves on. Guinness
commented on how the dual
meets of the regular season and
their record don't really show
what the team is made of.
"Our MAC in-season record
does not reflect our team's talent and drive. Though it can be
frustrating during the season,

Jakupcins at home
SISTERS, FROM PAGE 10

School. The lakupcin sisters
started playing tennis at.an
early age, with the support of
their parents
"I started playing at a tennis clinic when I was five,"
Ashley said.
"Our parents really support
us," Kelsey said. "They come to
every one of our matches."
Ashley says her main reasons for coming to BG to play
tennis were her familiarity with the players that were
coming in and the campus
atmosphere. Two years later,
Kelsey followed suit.
"I never felt any pressure
coming to BG, or following in my sister's shadow."

Kelsey said.
When asked about the
prospects of teaming up for
doubles competition, in unison, their answer was an
emphatic, "No!"
"We don't get along at all on
the court," Ashley said.
"We would argue and
blame each other too much,"
says Kelsey. "We're sisters
— we like to fight."
Even though they may
squabble on the court, they
know they have backing and
support from each other.
"We are really looking
forward to the next two
years playing with each
other. This is the last two
years we will be together,"
Ashley said.

BG SPORTS
BRIEFING
THE

BG NEBS

Academic awards
Two lit .Ml basketball players,
Matt Lefeld and Ali Mann, earned
academic honors this week.
Lefeld, who holds a 3.96 GPA
in purchasing and supply management, was named first-team
Academic All-District by CoSlDA
and is now eligible for selection to
the ESPN The Magazine Academic
All-American team. The center
is averaging 8.1 points and 3.7
rebounds for the men's team.
Mann w-as named to the ESPN
The Magazine Academic AllDistrict IV team for the first time
in her career. She carries a 339
GPA in accounting and leads the
Falcons with 14.9 points and also
averages 7.6 rebounds per game.

Falcons' leaders stepping up
GYMNASTICS, FROM PAGE 10

day between beam and floor,"
Connelly said. "I know that
the people who missed want
another shot."
Leadership is one thing
the Falcons thrive on this
year and it was evident last
week. Both captains lessica
Guyer and Jessica Bradley gave
great performances during
pressure situations.

AP Ptiolo

BUSTED: Coyotes' head coach Wayne Gretzky, left, and Rick Tocchet
during a Coyotes' practice at the Glendale Arena.

The Star-Ledger of Newark, citing unidentified law enforcement
sources, first reported of a wiretap
involving Gretzky in yesterday's
newspapers. The newspaper also
reported that Jones bet $500,000
during the investigation, including $75,000 on the Super Bowl.
Earlier this week, Gretzky denied
any involvement in the ring.

"My" love for her (lones) is
deeper than anything. The reality is, I'm not involved, 1 wasn't
involved and I'm not going to
be involved. Am 1 concerned for
both of them? Sure there's concern from me. I'm more worried
about them than me. I'm like
you guys, I'm trying to figure it all
out," Gretzky said.

Seniors hope to go out in style
SWIMMING, FROM PAGE 10
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watching other teams swim
fast and knowing that we've
worked harder than them,"
Guinness said.
"When it comes time for our
big meet at the end of the season
... that's when we shock people.
That's when we make it clear
that we are a fast, talented, hardworking team that puts up a serious fight," she added.
BG coach Keri Buff has kept
her team's focus on the MAC
Championship all season and
insists that the team gets some
rest along with practice over the
next two weeks to help prepare
them for the big meet
"If we swim well in season,
we would have to be rested all
year. If we rest all year, we would
have nothing left at the end.

Swimming is different. Different
teams prepare different ways
.. .The teams that try to go for a
lot of dual meet wins, other than
the top two teams, will do bad at
MACs," Buff said.
So, as for BG's squad, the next
few weeks will be devoted to
resting, practicing and training
to prepare for a meet they have
dedicated all of their season to.
As for the seniors on BG's squad,
this will be their final go at a meet
that they have worked for their
entire careers with the program.
"This is our last opportunity,
our last chance to go out with
a bang," Guinness said. "We've
been waiting and training for
this meet since last spring, and
we're ready to fight for what
we deserve."

"They're proving that they're
very mature and great leaders
and I don't think there was
any doubt in my mind before,"
Connelly said. "If there was
doubt, there certainly is
not anymore."
BG has beaten Ball State
in six of the teams' last seven
meetings and has not lost to
them since the 2000 season.
The overall series belongs
to BG 18-11. Michigan State,

on the other hand, leads the
all-time series with BG 13-1.
The last victory against the
Spartans came in the 1983-84
season for BG.
The Falcons go into tonight's
meet with a 2-3 overall record
and a MAC record of 1-1. Ball
State is still looking to pick up
its first win of the season and
Michigan State stands at 64. The meet begins at 7 p.m.
tonight in Muncie, Indiana.

Guyer excels on floor routine
GUTER, FROM PAGE 10

personal achievements from
last week and throughout her
four-year collegiate career, and
spoke highly about her motivation from just about everyone
around her.
"My accomplishments mean
the world to me, but what has
meant more has been the girls
on this team and the friendships
I have built with them and my
coaches," a modest Guyer said.
"1 wouldn't have made it this far
and done so much without their
support and encouragement."
Based on her accomplishments, Guyer must be getting a
lot of special suppon and encouragement from her teammates
because of her enormous success
over the course of her career.
A native of Columbus, Guyer
took home several regional and
state honors on both the bar and
floor exercises in high school.
At BGSU, she was awarded
Freshman of the Year in 2003, and
despite an injury-stricken sophomore year, Guyer came back and
slole the show in 2005, posting 11
first place finishes.
So far this season. Guyer has
had three top five finishes in all
three competitions
Guyer has also excelled in
academics, being named to the
Ali-MAC Academic Squad and
ESPN: The Magazine's Academic
All-District IVTeam last season.

On the mat, the floor exercise
tends to be Guv/crs cup of tea,
which is not counting out her
versatility and competence in
other events. She has earned first
place scores on the floor in every
meeting in 2006, and doesn't
seem to be slowing down at this
point in the season.
"The floor is my most consistent area because 1 enjoy myself
and have fun when 1 compete."
Guyer said.
Whether or not she excels
in more than one aspect of the
competition, Guyer does more
than just deliver exceptional
scores. She helps bring the team
together and lighten the mood
whenever practice or competition gets tough.
"I like being able to help my
team out however I can. Other
than helping by my individual
achievements, I am the one who's
always goofy and trying to make
the girls on the team laugh and
relax a little," Guyer said.
Guyer feels as though her ability to help lighten team spirit and
loosen tight muscles through
a little bit of laughter can bring
the team together, creating more
confidence in one another.

Greenbriar

Rentals

"I try and lift them (my teammates] up the same way they in
turn Suppon and encourage me,"
she said.
Guyer's goal in her final season
with BCiSU is to get a MAC championship, in some way or form,
as a team.
With most of the season still
ahead, Guyer and the team still
have a chance to get the l-alcons
a title, if not in the regular season
then in the MAC tournament.
"We are so team-oriented now,
and we want to do it |win a championship] together," Guyer said.
"That's what we want to do."

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdule Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
1 & 2hdnm/3hdrmTwnh
Dishwasher/Outage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

522 E. Merry
2 Bedroom Apts.
VI BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Siting 4650/rno

Management Inc.
Heiiusite
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 rxlrm apt
Dishwashcr/GarbageDisnosal
A.C./washer. Drjer in 2 btlrms.
Free Internet/Walk lo Campus

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
40.V405 S. Church

Ridge Manor Apartments,

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

/CfBfcCA
Management Inc.

"X".«$S9IL
<gum»kctt

215 IC. I'",
Eff. 1 hdrm / 2 bdrins
Starling at S255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk lo campus
BGSU Bus Roule

2 Bedroom Townhouses

Free Internet and Cable TV
Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
Huge Kitchen
A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and
Big Enough to Use
Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts

>
»
»
■

Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price
1,2,3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
Large Capacity Washer and Dryer
Furnished and Unfurnished Units
Available
» Private Full Size Bath in Each
Bedroom, Plus a Guest Powder Room
» Large Walk In Closets

2057 Napoleon Rd
419.353.3300*

\ Frazee Ave. Apartments
2 Bedroom Apts.
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Copper 'Beech
'

■
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M
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2 bdrm Apt/ 2 hdrm Twnh
I bath/ close to downlovvn

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two slory ilupleves
.1 bdrm/ 2 baihs/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
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Help Wanted

For Rent

PART TIME WORK
$1275 base'appt Ilex sched . all
majors welcome. All ages 18*. sales
svc. Conditions apply Call M-F
419861-6134

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm $ studio starting at $355.
419-352-0590

The Daily Crossword Fix

pBteWto-

brought to you by

SOFTBALL UMPIRES
needed this summer lor slow pitch

Travel
It's lime to get off campus and enjoy
a great meal Pizza, soup, salad
and bread sticks Paghais Pizza
bullet 945 S Main 352-7571.
Spring Break Panama City From
$199' Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk. Holiday Inn' Free Party Package. Food at MTVu Party Tent! Bahamas Cruise S299 Daytona $179.
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SpringBreakTravel com
800 678 6386

Personals
MIRAGE SALON - TANNING
Tan now until May 6th $69 00 -Max
354-2016 next to Kinko's
SENIOR IN THE FALL?
Check out Mortar Board al
www bgsu edu/sludentliteorganiza
lions/monar board/
TAN UNTIL SPRING BREAK FOR
$25! SEMESTER UNLIMITED $59
CAMPUS TANNING 352-7889

Softball in BG
Earn $18>'game For further info
contact ilreeger@woh.rr.com

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual to be responsible for assisting the teacher
in the operation of a.m. and/or p.m.
session in compliance with national
standards lor our Bowling Green
Center. Required HS diploma or
GED and commitment to obtain
CDA with prior experience working
with low-income families. Year
Round. Part Time. avg. 27.5
hrswk.. $8.00 hr Send resume
by February 21 to: WSOS CAC,
Ann: HR TA/BG/HM. PO Box 590,
Fremont. OH 43420 Affirmative
Aclion Emptoyer-WF/Vet/Disab

4 bdrm. apt. recently remodeled
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed Call 419-308-3525
10am- 10pm 619 High St. LAST 1
Avail Aug. 15. 2006. 1 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise. 2 bdrm. apt.- 112
Ridge St 686-4651. 419-308-2458
Available August 15. 2006
The following 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all close to BGSU.

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING' up lo $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
Best Summer Job - Ever!
Spend spring & summer outdoors in a garden! Get a work-out & tan& get paid! Oak Park Landscape &
Water Garden Center is hiring lull 8
part-time positions lor the upcoming
season. To quality, you should be a
people-person. willing to learn, &
available to work weekends Send
resume to Oak Park. 3131 Wilkms
Rd Swanton. Ohio 43558 or call
lor an appointment 419-825-1438.

2000 Chevy Blazer LT. loaded, pwr
everything Leather & CD $7750 00
OBO 98,000 mi (7401222-0177.
Queen sized Sealy bed $150 (originally $610). Great cond. less than 2
yrs ok). Call Ryan 608-213-2429.

For Rent
"HfiiiSflS Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
6 bdrm 321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 8 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn
Apis I 8 2 bdrm 316 8 311 E Merry
• More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Also Apts. Avail. Immediately.

Need a responsible person with own
Irans.to pick up & watch 3 girls trom
Kenwood School M-F Irom 3:25
p.m. until approx. 5 p.m Your home
or ours. II available 8-5 p.m. on
school days oft.
Please call 3523406. 494-6502. or 494-6191 to request an interview Must have prool
ol drivers license S references to be
considered.

1 bdrm . A/C, D/W avail, now 8 smr/
fall 06 9 8 12 mo leases $395 mo
8 1 mo. deposit No pels 854 8th.
St 419-392-3354.

SERVING

3'4 bedroom available May.
$900 mo. 640 S Summit St
419-308-9905.

'M/MtM'tt/

127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St
226 E. Merry
220 Dill St.
218 Dili St
202 E. Merry
227 E. Reed
606 Fifth St.
Call 686-4651 or 419-308 2458
lor information.
BG Apis-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
&25" TV. Call 419-352-1520
Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apis, available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water S trash.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.
Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrrrvbathrm. free cable/DSL internet $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec S water. Immed occup. (440| 328-9074.
Female subleaser needed. 2 bdrm.
apt $315/mo. * internet & electric
Immediate occupancy through
August. Call 937-901-1186.
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street

163 S. Main ■ Bowling Green

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

FRESH

$7.00-$12.00+Ptr Mm
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer

PRIME RJB

Lock in your summer job now!

1-800-899-8070

46
47
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59

21 Run amok
26 In an upright position
27 Formal ceremonies
29 Musk: producer Brian

30 "Holiday _"
32 Subarctic forest
33 More seasoned
34 Met diva

35 Most unrefined
38 Bovine sound

ACROSS
1 Libya neighbor
5 Junk e-mail
9 Listing
14 Crown of light
15 Luau dance
16 Ventilated felt hat
17 Sailor's saint
18 Ugandan id.
19 Diamond covers?

43
45
46
48

See 32A
Lysol target
"Today" personality
Saudi or Omani

49
50
54
58
60

Hamlln's "LA Law" co-star
Bulgarian capital
Rich?
Hinder
Littered

20 Rich?

61 _ Bator
62 Former Mrs. Trump
63 "The
Neverending
autho'
64 Oahu goose
65 Social gathering
66 Old Mobil rival
67 Sketched

23
24
25
28
31
32
35
36
37
38
40
41

Marmara alternative
Feed-bag bite
Mr. Stravinsky
Twelfth of a toot
Oscar-winner of 1936
With 43A. rich?
Rent again
High mount
Freight weight
Actress Farrow
Chem. suffix
Concepts

Sugary drink
Apartment dweller
Manicurst. e.g.
Pointless
Nixon's veep
Heavy cart
Tupperware pieces
Graphic beginning";
Brief swim
Longoria of "Desperate]
Housewives"
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Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
t and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
yyww.Mhighlandmgrm.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Male has furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. Must be
clean, neat, « responsible. $200 deposit. $250 rent. Call 419-354-6117.

Summer in Maine
Males and Females.
Meet new trienasl Travel)

Any size available

PISHN€LLOS
FR

203 N. Main
Opt •" Weekdays 4P.M.

ellV6nV

Hello'sFr*e

Delivery
Open 4 p.m.
weekdays.
Lunch
weekends
203 N. Main, BG
419-352-5166
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• Minimum

352-5166

For Rent
Great house.& location. 3/5 bdrm.
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage,
patio, AC, W/D. 353-7374.
MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St.. grad.. 1 bdrm
704 Fifth St. 2 bdrm., furn
710 Seventh., 2 bdrm., unfum,,
mature renters.
4-5 house available May.
Call tor more info 352-3445.
PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699
419-874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647

3 bdrm., AC, W/D, close to campus/
downtown. Recently remod. Avail in
Aug. $1200 mo. 419-308-1242.
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419-352-7691

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07 Rent
is $350/month + utilities. Call Kristi
for details at 419-494-6911

Apply online.
TSIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-8O0-997-4347

www.triDolakecamo.Gom

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

mOFOIAY-THLIflDAV All SF..1S, AU SHOWS IL50
FirPAV-SO.rMVAI4.SF.VTy AIJ SHOHM2.SO
THF.RMGFJI (FOII11 103105.10 710920
■aiTtFa-111
415 7 00940
YOURS. MINE ANOOUHSlPlil500 7 10920
WALK THE LINE IP0-13I
4 00 7 00 940
HUMOR HAS IT... (PG-1SI
120 3:20 5 20
7:20930
CHICKEN IITTIEIG)
5107:10910
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Sublease. 1 bdrm., gas, water, high
sod. internet incl. Free shuttle to &
from campus. Feb. 10 thru June 30.
419-409-0842.

Three Bedroom Houses for Rent
12 mo lease - starting May 06
125 Baldwin - $900 * util.
453 S Prospect A - $720 * util.
605 5th St. A - $720 . util
609 5th St. - $915 - util
419-352-8917

Subleaser Needed Immediately
117 N. Main #6 $345/month
1 bdrm. 419-373-1713.

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

I Preferred

Properties Col
Houses That F90I Like Homes
www praf0rr9dproptrtietco.com

•Water Ski

ALL STADIUM SKATING

rttu&w 6

.1

Summer rmtes needed Fully furn.
3 bdrms.. 2 baths. Close to campus
$400 mo. incl. util. 419-262-1368.

• Mini Mall Apts.

Part> r.M.m ..s ml... 1,1. rot blnhdnv
II«I 111.. mm ■mall K""'I>»
Call i'-I iiidii in.it">ii

G10RY ROAOm.
4 10950
UNDERWORLD EVOLUTIONm I 30 / 00
EN0 Of THE SPEAR 1P0-IJM 30 4 15 7 10 945
BROHFBAC«M0UNtAIN|R)1 00400/00955
FUN WITH DICKS JANE IPG-tll 1 00 310
5 20 T 30 9 40
CHRONICLES OF RARNIA THE LION IHE
WITCH AND THE WABOHOBE |K| I 15 7 00
CURIOUS GEORGE IGI ' 00 3 05 5 10 7 15 9:20
THE FINK PANTHER IPO11 45 4 30 7 00 9 30
FIREWALL IPO-Ill
t 30 4 15 7 00 940
FINAL DESTINATION 3 |R|
1 CO 3 10 5 20
7 30 9 50
■ WHEN A STRANGER CALLS iPOIll 1 00
3 10S20730940
•IG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2 (P0-1I) 145 4:30
7 009-30
ANNAPOLIS IPOIll
4 15 9 30
NANNT MCPHEEmi 1 00 3 15 5 30 7 45 tOOO

.'.

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo ♦ utilities 330-701-8575

• Triplex
• small pets allow©

flew Hockey
•Ana Morel

6 - 9 -1? Mooch
tosMU*

1

For Rent

For Rent

• Updated Birchwood
• small peh allowed

•Basketbal

hr>m»\m
1M

V

- Lunch Fn. • Sot * Sun

• Fox Run Apts.

June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.
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See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS!
vpisanellos.com

Tennis
•Canoe

•Copper Enamelng
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STI UGHT YEARS

leach your favorite activity.

'Gymnastics
•Silver Jewelry
•Engish ROIng

"Heart-Shaped" j
Pizza ^i. ;|
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MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

^^SHNDYOUR':
i& VALENTINE A \
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419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www hinhlandmomt com
Ouiet Tenants Desired

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
OfliceOpen10-2M-F
www hgapartmante mm

4W Hi 2277
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the wind and noth- 43
ing more"
44

22 Utmost degree

www.Mapanmeiils.com

For Sale

1Cut-pnce
2 Actress Berry
3 Qluck and Mahler
4 Swindle
5 Reza Pahlavi, e.g.
6 Cougar
7 Monthly payment
some
8 Raving lunatic
9 Westernmost of
Aleutians
10 Brit's break
11 Like some verbs
12 Drink like a puppy

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreeri-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

• See our webs* or oJ far many more tangs • Houses

